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Abstract
Knowledge has a dynamic nature and changes constantly, either because the environment
changes or because new information is encountered or obtained. The same holds for Semantic
Web, that is a dynamic knowledge system where ontologies and instances of ontologies change
creating new versions, often without the control of their editors or curators. In such a context, it
is mandatory to record and store the differences of versions of an ontology (and their instances),
as it allows us to synchronize different versions, to pertain an overview of the evolution history of
the ontology, to visualize the differences between versions as well as to exchange (in distributed
environments) and store efficiently versions since the deltas (i.e., the differences between a pair
of versions) are more concise than the versions themselves. (Hence, it is more preferable to store
one version and the subsequent deltas rather than all the versions)
Unfortunately, the manual recording of changes is overruled in some usage scenarios (for
example, in collaborative or distributed environments where no central authority exists). Nevertheless, when manual recording of changes is exercised it is often incomplete or erroneous.
This Thesis focuses on the a-posteriori recording of differences between versions, that is the
detection of changes between a pair of versions having as input only these two versions.
The recording of changes is done generally through some language of changes. A language can
either be low-level or high-level. Low-level languages describe syntactical differences, they are
fine-grained and rather easy to define and implement. On the other hand, high-level languages
describe differences on the semantical or logical level and are more difficult to define. They
consist of high-level changes that group several syntactic (low-level) changes into logical entities.
In this manner, high-level languages are more concise and more intuitive as they are closer to
human perception and to the intentions of the editor or curator.
The contribution of this Thesis lies in defining formally a language of high-level changes and
proving that this language conforms to a set of desirable properties, implementing a sound and
complete algorithm that efficiently detects the changes of the language and finally evaluating
the quality of the language regarding its usefulness and intuitiveness as well as its corresponding algorithm by conducting experiments on real-world ontologies from the biological (Gene
Ontology) and cultural (CIDOC Ontology) domain.
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Περίληψη
Η γνώση είναι δυναμική και υπόκειται σε συνεχείς αλλαγές, που προκαλούνται από την δυναμικότητα
του περιβάλλοντος, την ανακάλυψη ή αποκάλυψη νέας πληροφορίας και άλλες αιτίες. ΄Ενα τέτοιο δυναμικό σύστημα γνώσης είναι και ο Σημασιολογικός Ιστός, στον οποίο οι αντίστοιχοι φορείς γνώσης
(οντολογίες και στιγμιότυπα οντολογιών) αλλάζουν, δημιουργώντας νέες εκδόσεις, συχνά χωρίς τον
έλεγχο του διαχειριστή ή δημιουργού τους. Σε τέτοιες συνθήκες, είναι απαραίτητη η καταγραφή και
αποθήκευση των διαφορών μεταξύ των εκδόσεων της οντολογίας (και των στιγμιοτύπων της), μία
λειτουργικότητα η οποία επιτρέπει τον συγχρονισμό των διαφόρων εκδόσεων, την καταγραφή και τεκμηρίωση του εξελικτικού ιστορικού, την οπτικοποίηση των διαφορών μεταξύ των εκδόσεων, καθώς
και την αποδοτική διακίνηση (μέσω δικτύου, σε κατανεμημένα περιβάλλοντα), αλλά και αποθήκευση
των εκδόσεων (αφού η καταγραφή των διαφορών μεταξύ των εκδόσεων απαιτεί κατά κανόνα λιγότερο χώρο από την καταγραφή των ίδιων των εκδόσεων, άρα είναι αποδοτικότερη η αποθήκευση μίας
έκδοσης και των διαφορών της με τις υπόλοιπες, παρά όλων των εκδόσεων ανεξάρτητα).
Δυστυχώς, η καταγραφή των διαφορών με το χέρι είναι αδύνατη σε ορισμένες εφαρμογές (για
παράδειγμα σε συνεργατικά ή κατανεμημένα περιβάλλοντα όπου δεν υπάρχει κεντρική διαχείριση των
αλλαγών). Αλλά και όπου μια τέτοια καταγραφή είναι δυνατή, αυτή αποτελεί μια δύσκολη και επίπονη
εργασία, η οποία οδηγεί συχνά σε λανθασμένες, ελλιπείς ή προβληματικές περιγραφές. Στην εργασία
αυτή επικεντρωνόμαστε στην εκ των υστέρων καταγραφή των αλλαγών, δηλαδή στην ανίχνευση των
αλλαγών μεταξύ δύο εκδόσεων, δοθέντων μόνο των δύο αυτών εκδόσεων.
Η καταγραφή των διαφορών, γενικά, γίνεται διαμέσου γλωσσών περιγραφής διαφορών (ή αλλιώς
γλωσσών περιγραφής αλλαγών), οι οποίες μπορεί να είναι χαμηλού ή υψηλού επιπέδου. Οι γλώσσες
χαμηλού επιπέδου περιγράφουν τις αλλαγές σε συντακτικό επίπεδο, με υψηλό βαθμό λεπτομέρειας
και είναι ευκολότερο να περιγραφούν και υλοποιηθούν. Αντίθετα, οι γλώσσες υψηλού επιπέδου
παρέχουν περιγραφές αλλαγών σε υψηλότερο, σημασιολογικό-λογικό επίπεδο. Αυτό επιτυγχάνεται
ομαδοποιώντας τις συντακτικές (χαμηλού επιπέδου) αλλαγές σε λογικές ενότητες (υψηλού επιπέδου
αλλαγές). Με τον τρόπο αυτό, οι γλώσσες υψηλού επιπέδου προσφέρουν πιο συμπαγή αποθήκευση
των αλλαγών, και επιτρέπουν μία πλησιέστερη προς την ανθρώπινη διαίσθηση περιγραφή της εξέλιξης
των εκδόσεων, χωρίς απώλεια πληροφορίας. Από την άλλη, ο ορισμός, περιγραφή και υλοποίηση
γλωσσών υψηλού επιπέδου είναι αρκετά δυσκολότερος.
Στην εργασία αυτή ορίσαμε μία γλώσσα περιγραφής αλλαγών υψηλού επιπέδου, και αποδείξαμε
ότι η γλώσσα αυτή ικανοποιεί μία σειρά από επιθυμητές ιδιότητες. Επιπλέον, περιγράψαμε έναν
αποδοτικό αλγόριθμο ανίχνευσης αλλαγών μεταξύ εκδόσεων, ο οποίος βασίζεται στην εν λόγω
γλώσσα. Τέλος, εξετάσαμε πειραματικά την ποιότητα της γλώσσας και του σχετικού αλγόριθμου
εκτελώντας πειράματα πάνω σε διαφορετικές εκδόσεις των γνωστών οντολογιών GO και CIDOC,
ώστε να διαπιστώσουμε και την πρακτική-διαισθητική αξία της προτεινόμενης γλώσσας.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Curated Knowledge Bases

An increasing number of scientific communities (e.g., Bioinformatics, Medicine and Health,
Environmental and Earth Sciences, Astronomy, Cultural Informatics and Humanities1 ) rely on
common terminologies and reference models related to their subject of investigation in order
to share and interpret scientific data world-wide. Scientists, acting as curators, rely on a wide
variety of resources (e.g. nomenclature, thesauri, data dictionaries) to build conceptual models
of increasing formality (e.g. taxonomies, reference models, ontologies) related to their subject
of study. They are actually developed and maintained manually (with emphasis on primary
literature). To enforce sharing and reusability, these knowledge representation artifacts are
published nowadays using Semantic Web languages such as RDF/S or OWL and essentially
form a special kind of curated databases.
The role of curated Knowledge Bases (KBs) in e-science is twofold. On the one hand, by
incorporating curated data annotations they facilitate annotation and inter-relation of scientific
and scholarly data of interest. For instance, the same protein (or gene) may be described for
different purposes in several biological KBs or be the subject of study in numerous publications.
By using a common term to refer to a protein it becomes possible to integrate annotations from
heterogeneous biological KBs, as well as data themselves with other scholarly resources (e.g.
papers, citations, etc.) classified under the same term. On the other hand, by incorporating
curated ontologies that constitute valuable knowledge representation artifacts they reflect the
current status of community understanding. Ontologies have an internal structure (e.g. is a,
part of hierarchies) and they are not fixed, but essentially co-evolve along with their curating
communities. Scientists have to agree continuously on what they can assume to be the common
knowledge ground to build on. For instance, the curators of the Model Organism database
(GMOD [22]) who use intensively Gene Ontology [8] terms for gene product annotation, play
a key role in guiding the development of GO. To complement their input, the GO Consortium
involve biological researchers in the curation process. GO team members alert each other (as
well as other database curators) via e-mail and at a site on Sourceforge2 of changes concerning
restructuring of ontology parts or simple additions of new terms (or marking terms as obsolete).
The above observations are highlighted in Figure 1.1, where a cyclical process for maintaining
a curated KB is depicted as new knowledge is accumulated and existing knowledge is modified.
As we can see, existing curated data annotations and curated ontologies are used as input sources
1

www.geneontology.org,
www.biopax.org,
www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls,
sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/ontology, archive.astro.umd.edu/ont, cidoc.ics.forth.gr.
2
http://sourceforge.net/projects/geneontology/

1

www.co-ode.org/galen,

by other curated ontologies along with online resources. Moreover, once produced and published,
curated ontologies may lead to modifications to, linked to them, annotations and ontologies.

Figure 1.1: Overview of curation process
The perceived value of curated KBs lies on the fact that they have been constructed by wellinformed individuals who have exercised scientific judgment in assimilating data from various
sources. Curation typically involves “manually” reading journal articles or browsing remote
KBs or databases to find relevant new information. Data gleaned from journal abstracts or
copied from other KBs or databases is entered directly by the curator using a Web form or
custom interface (e.g. a MS Access application). It is worth noticing that remote KBs or
databases do not get copied in their entirety, but useful subsets of data are first extracted (e.g.
thought queries), and placed into a curated KB after pristine cleaning and transformation into
a suitable form. This manual process, in which the scientist’s brain is in the inner loop, is
what distinguishes curation from related activities such as data integration. Curated data are
generally of higher quality, but are correspondingly more expensive to produce and more intrinsic
to publish and preserve.

1.2

Change Management in Curated Knowledge Bases

In this Thesis we have analyzed the development of two case studies. The first one is the Gene
Ontology [8] that is maintained by 40 curators whereas a broad community of users is able
to suggest changes. In the second case we have the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model [5]
which is developed by a committee of experts that apply updates after having discussed them
in meetings.
The nature of curated ontologies is transient as they evolve constantly on account of changes
that happen in the world that they model as well as because their intended usage may be
revised. In addition to this, amendments occur due to the acquisition of new knowledge through
experiments or measurements and due to corrections because of erroneous conceptualizations.
Managing the differences (deltas) of ontology versions has been proved to be an effective and
efficient method in order to synchronize them [6] or to explain the evolution history of a given
ontology [14]. In this Thesis, we are interested in automatically detecting both schema and data
changes occurring between asynchronously produced ontology versions.
Although the community driven curation has important benefits such as openness, com2

munity involvement, completeness etc., it is not encouraged by the manual development and
maintainance of the ontologies. Gene Ontology is one of the most representative ontologies for
ontology evolution, nevertheless, the community involvement is rather restricted as the suggested changes by the community account for a small number of the actual changes applied by
the curators [28]. The reason for this is two-fold. On the one hand, the way the community
suggests changes is inefficient considering the update frequency of GO and its size. Moreover,
the development of the ontology is centralized as all requests for changes are collected by the
central authority of curators. On the other hand, the reviewing of suggested changes and the
application of them by the curators is a difficult and time-consuming task. Both parties need
the assistance of an automated tool for managing ontology evolution. More specifically, the
development of the ontology could become decentralized if the community could apply their
changes directly on their copy of the ontology. This way, each user could see the effects of the
application of each change she suggests. The user would then send her copy to the curators
who could automatically detect the differences with the running version and visualize them.
In addition to this, the curators could apply automatically these differences after having inspected the effects of their application simplifying their task. It should be noted, that none of
the existing tools can completely substitute the role of a curator as an expert of the field and
supervisor of the modification of the ontology. What we state here, is that their task could be
significantly simplified for speeding up the process and increasing correction and consistency as
manually created deltas are often incomplete, or even erroneous [24]. This is also highlighted
by our second case study, the CIDOC ontology for which the manual recording of changes in
release notes proves out to be inadequate as we will see in chapter 4.
Existing ontology diff tools, such as PromptDiff [16], SemVersion [26] and others [27] and
ontology evolution tools such as [18], [14] and [11] aim to satisfy this need. These tools are
essentially based on a language of changes, which describes the semantics of the different change
operations that the underlying algorithm understands and detects. Ontology evolution tools go
one step further and ensure the validity of the ontology after the application of each detected
change.
In its simplest form, a language of changes consists of only two low-level operations, Add(x)
and Delete(x), which determine individual constructs that were added or deleted [26, 27]. In [10,
16, 17, 18, 20, 24], high-level change operations are employed, which describe more complex
updates, as for instance the insertion of an entire subsumption hierarchy. A high-level language
is preferable than a low-level one for explaining and managing ontology evolution, as it is more
intuitive, concise, closer to the intentions of the ontology editors and captures more accurately
the semantics of a change [10, 23].
However, detecting high-level change operations introduces a number of issues. As the
detectable changes get more complicated, so does the detection algorithm; complicated changes
involve complicated detection procedures which may be inefficient, based on matchers [7] or
other heuristic-based techniques [10] that make it difficult to provide any formal guarantees on
the detection properties. Another problem stems from the fact that it is impossible to define
a complete list of high-level changes [10], so there is no agreed “standard” set of operations
that one could be based on. Moreover, it is difficult to specify a language of changes that will
be both high-level and able to handle all types of modifications (even fine-grained ones) upon
an ontology. Finally, high-level changes should be intuitive and capture the intentions of the
editors. However, it is difficult to determine the expressiveness of the defined changes as it is
subjective to the editors and can be determined only through experiments involving real users.
A framework for detecting high-level changes would be incomplete if the application of
changes were not supported. As deltas are in general more concise than versions, it is more
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Figure 1.2: Motivating Example
preferable to use them when storage and communication efficiency are considered. So, as with
the community-driven curated ontologies, the members of the community can exchange deltas
that are automatically produced and apply them to overview their effects. The application of
changes however introduces some requirements. Firstly, the detected deltas should be concise
and opt for the smallest possible number of reported changes. Furthermore, the application of
the changes must be compatible with the semantics of their detection and consistent with them.
In other words, a detected delta between a pair of versions when applied upon the first version
should result the second version.
In this Thesis, we describe a language of changes, present its detection and application
semantics and the corresponding detection algorithm. Our approach is assuming that the representation language is RDF/S [13, 3]; this choice is motivated by the fact that 85.45% of ontologies
in current Semantic Web are using RDF/S as their representation language [25] (e.g., CIDOC
and GO are described in RDF).

1.3

Motivating Example

In Figure 1.2 an example inspired from the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model [5] is depicted,
which is a core ontology intended to facilitate the integration, mediation and interchange of
heterogeneous cultural heritage information.
Table 1.1 shows the added and deleted triples (the low-level delta) as well as the high-level
change operations that our approach will detect. The table makes clear that even though the
low-level delta contains all the changes that have been performed, it is not really useful as it
captures the syntactical manipulations that led to the change, rather than the intentions of the
editor. Our work captures the fact that by “aggregating” several low-level changes into more
coarse-grained, concise and intuitive high-level changes, one can produce more useful deltas (see
the third column of Table 1.1).
For instance, consider the change in the domain of property participants from class Onset
to Event (Figure 1.2). The low-level delta reports two “changes”, namely the deletion and
the insertion of a domain for the property whereas the reported high-level operation Generalize Domain combines them into one, capturing also the fact that the old domain is a subclass of
the new domain (by exploiting semantical information in the two versions). A similar case appears in the change of the position of Birth in the subsumption hierarchy which our framework
reports as Pull Up Class and in the deletion of class P eriod where the deletion of all edges orig4

Low-Level Delta
Added Triples

High-Level Delta

Deleted Triples

Detected Changes

(participants,domain,Event)

(participants,domain,Onset)

Generalize Domain(participants,Onset,Event)

(Birth,subClassOf,Event)

(Birth,subClassOf,Onset)

Pull up Class(Birth,Onset,Event)

–
–

(Period,type,class)
(Event,subClassOf ,Period)

(Stuff,subClassOf,Persistent)

(Stuff,subClassOf ,Existing)

(started on,domain,Persistent)

(started on,domain,Existing)

(Persistent,type,class)

(Existing,type,class)

Delete Class(Period, ∅, {Event}, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅)

Rename Class(Existing, Persistent)

Table 1.1: Detected Low-level and High-level Changes (From Figure 1.2)

inating from, or ending in, the deleted class are combined in a single operation. Regarding the
latter, only a subclass relation is deleted (Event), whereas other relations, such as superclasses,
supertypes, subtypes, comments and labels are absent (denoted by empty sets in Table 1.1). In
total, in the example of Figure 1.2 only 4 high-level changes will be reported as opposed to 12
low-level ones.
Apart from being more concise, the reported high-level changes are also more intuitive. For
example, the Generalize Domain operation provides the additional information that the new
domain is a superclass of the old. This may be useful for the evaluation and understanding of
the change performed. For example, if we know only that a domain changed we cannot presume
anything about the validity of the existing data, but if we know that the domain changed to a
superclass we can assume, according to RDF/S specification, that validity is not violated [10].
Another interesting example is the Rename Class operation, which is reported instead of
the deletion of class Existing and the subsequent addition of P ersistent. Unlike the changes
discussed so far, the detection of Rename (as well as other operations, such as Merge and Split)
requires the use of a matcher that would identify the two concepts (Existing and P ersistent)
to be the same entity using heuristics.
Note also that all the triples of the low-level delta (in Table 1.1) are associated with one, and
only one, high-level change. This allows the partition of low-level changes into well-defined highlevel changes. In addition, we are able to do such a partition in only one way. The combination
of these two properties guarantees that the detection algorithm will be able to handle all possible
low-level deltas in a deterministic manner, i.e., that any set of low-level changes between two
versions would be associated with one, and only one, set of high-level changes. The latter
requirement calls for a careful definition of the change operations and is not directly related to
the detection algorithm per se. Thus, we claim that the detection algorithm should be based on
the defined language of changes, instead of the other way round.
Defining a language with the above properties is a challenging task, because it requires
establishing a trade-off between partly conflicting requirements. On the one hand, coarse-grained
operations are necessary in order to achieve concise and intuitive deltas. On the other, finegrained operations are necessary in order to capture subtle differences between a pair of versions.
The existence of both fine-grained and coarse-grained operations in the language may allow the
association of the same set of low-level changes with several different sets of high-level ones, thus
jeopardizing determinism. In the next chapters, we will describe a language and a detection
algorithm that avoids these problems and provably satisfies the above properties, while being
efficient.
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1.4

This Thesis

The main contribution of this work is the determination of a set of desired and necessary
properties for a language of high-level changes and its definition. Through a formal framework,
we have proved that our language has well defined detection and application semantics and that
it conforms to the above mentioned properties. Moreover, we have designed and implemented an
efficient change detection algorithm which is sound and complete with respect to the proposed
language. Finally, we have conducted the experimental evaluation of our approach using real
ontologies from the cultural (CIDOC [5]) and biological domains (GO [8]) that revealed that the
language is useful and the detection algorithm is efficient in practice.
The structure of this Thesis is as follows: In chapter 2 we begin by stating a number of intuitive desiderata (section 2.1) for a language of changes and the corresponding change detection
algorithm. In Section 2.2, we introduce the basic notions of RDF [13] and RDFS [3] as well
as basic definitions for our language of high-level changes and show that the language and the
proposed detection algorithm satisfy several desirable properties.
Our analysis motivates the need for a deterministic and efficient change detection algorithm,
which will report deltas consisting of semantical, high-level and intuitive changes which are both
understandable by a human user and processable by a machine; such a detection algorithm is
described in chapter 3 , where we discuss both the intuitions, as well as the formal definitions
behind such an algorithm, and show a number of formal results which verify that our algorithm
exhibits several desired properties (like determinism, efficiency and scalability).
In chapter 4, we present our experimental findings with real data, which provide strong indications that our approach exhibits nice intuitive properties (like conciseness and descriptiveness
of results) in real-world usage scenarios. We then show that existing approaches to the problem
do not guarantee many of the intuitively necessary properties (chapter 5). Finally, in chapter 6
we present our main conclusions and some ideas for future work.

6

Chapter 2

Proposed Language of Changes
2.1

Desiderata

A language of changes can be simply defined as a set of formal definitions that describe the
changes that can be understood and detected.
We argue that a language of changes should satisfy a number of desiderata in order for it to
be useful in real-world applications:
• Completeness. Every modification upon an ontology must be representable by a set of
changes of the language. In other words, for any given pair of versions, there should be
at least one set of changes that describes their differences. This property guarantees that
any possible change can be captured by the given language, so the detection algorithm can
always process the input and return a corresponding delta.
• Non-ambiguity. All changes in the language must be non-ambiguous in the sense that
there should not be more than one set of changes that could describe the same evolution
of an ontology to a newer version. More specifically, each low-level change should be
associated with one, and only one high-level change, and each set of low-level changes
should be associated with one, and only one set of high-level ones. This property is
necessary in order to establish a deterministic detection process and to avoid ambiguities
that would jeopardize any effort for a formal or automated treatment of deltas. Combined
with completeness, this property guarantees that there is a total function connecting pairs
of versions with deltas.
• Reversibility. Every change in the language must have a unique reverse in the sense that
both ways of the evolution process must be supported. This way, by keeping only the
newest version in a repository and the set of changes that led to it, all previous versions
can be reproduced.
• Semantically Correct Application. Every change should not only be associated with detection semantics, but also with well-defined application semantics that describe the effects
of applying each change (or set of changes) to an ontology. Furthermore, the semantics of
detection and application should be such that, given two ontologies V1 , V2 , the result of
applying (to V1 ) the detected delta (between V1 , V2 ) should give V2 .
The above properties are called machine-readability desiderata as they guarantee that the
process of generating the delta can be both performed in a deterministic and accurate manner
7

by a machine, without ambiguities, and that the delta itself can be processed in a formal or
automated manner. The languages that satisfy the aforementioned desiderata are called rational
languages. In the following section we will prove that our proposed language is a rational
language and denote it by L . It should be made clear that there is no unique way to define a
rational language. Consequently, we do not claim that the language we propose is the only one
satisfying the above properties. In fact, there are many such languages. However, when creating
a language considering only the machine-readability desiderata, one may end up with a nonintuitive, artificial language without practical use in real-world scenarios. Thus, the intuitiveness
of the changes that the language contains is also important and was a critical factor in our design.
Having this in mind we can define another set of desiderata, that we will call humanreadability desiderata, and these guarantee that the produced deltas will be easily readable
and understandable by a human in the sense that the reported set of changes will be concise
and intuitive. So, as human-readability desiderata we define the:
• Conciseness. As mentioned, high-level languages are more appealing because they allow
the description of a particular change in a more concise form, thus allowing space efficient
storing, time efficient communication, more intuitive visualizations and better readability
of the delta. For these reasons, the set of changes that describe the differences between
two versions should be as small as possible.
• Intuitiveness. The produced delta should be as close as possible to the human intuition, i.e.,
it should capture as closely as possible the original intentions of the editor who performed
the changes, or of a user who would analyze the changes manually. The requirement of
intuitiveness may take several forms. One consequence of intuitiveness is that the changes
in the language should be semantical, given that the user is interested in the changes that
were performed in the ontology, not in the changes that were performed in the ontological
description. Another consequence is that the changes should capture the way humans
understand changes, i.e., focusing on the objects in the ontology that change (e.g., classes
or properties). This property is important to make the results of a change detection
algorithm easily understandable by a user.
Note that human-readability desiderata can be verified only through extensive experimentation
including experimentations with real users and real-world ontologies (see chapter 4) as there is
no way to define a formal metric to compare languages among them based on how useful their
changes are. On the other hand, the machine-readability desiderata can be proved in a formal
manner, given an adequate formal description of the language and the respective detection
algorithm. Therefore, a formal framework for describing changes is a necessary tool towards
being able to verify the quality of the language (and the corresponding detection algorithm).

2.2
2.2.1

Formal Framework of Properties
Preliminaries

The representation of knowledge in RDF [13] is based on triples of the form (subject, predicate,
object). Assuming two disjoint and infinite sets U, L, denoting the URIs and literals respectively,
T = U × U × (U ∪ L) is the set of all triples. An RDF Graph V is defined as a set of triples,
i.e., V ⊆ T . In this thesis, we ignore unnamed resources, also called blank nodes.
RDFS [3] introduces some built-in classes (resource, class, property) which are used to determine the type of each resource. Following the approach of [21], we assume that each resource is
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Table 2.1: RDFS Structural Inference Rules
x
x
x
x
x
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is
is
is
is

an individual
a schema class
a property
a metaclass
a metaproperty

(x, type, resource)
(x, type, class), (x, subClassOf, resource)
(x, type, property)
(x, type, class), (x, subClassOf, class)
(x, type, class), (x, subClassOf, property)

Table 2.2: RDFS Typing Inference Rules
associated with one type determined by the triples that the resource participates in. The available types are individual, schema class (class for brevity), property, metaclass, metaproperty.
The typing mechanism allows us to concentrate on nodes of RDF Graphs, rather than
triples, which is closer to ontology curators’ perception and useful for defining intuitive high-level
changes. RDFS [3] provides also inference semantics, which is of two types, namely structural
inference (provided mainly through the transitivity of subsumption relations) and type inference (provided by the typing system, e.g., if p is a property, the triple (p, type, property) can
be inferred). Per [3], structural inference semantics is given by the inference rules in Table 2.1.
Typing inference semantics is given by the rules in Table 2.2.
The notion of validity has been described in various fragments of the RDFS language, and
is used to overrule certain triple combinations. The validity constraints that we consider in this
work concern the type uniqueness, i.e., that each resource has a unique type, the acyclicity of
subClassOf and subPropertyOf relations and that the subject and object of the instance of some
property should be correctly classified under the domain and range of the property respectively.
For a full list of the related validity constraints, see [21].
An RDF Graph satisfying the validity constraints is called a valid RDF Graph. Given a
valid RDF Graph V , the RDF Graph containing all triples that are either explicit or can be
inferred from explicit triples in V (using both types of inference), is called the closure of V and
denoted by Cl(V ). An RDF/S Knowledge Base (RDF/S KB) V is a valid RDF Graph which
is closed with respect to type inference, i.e., it contains all the triples that can be inferred from
V using type inference.
Definition 1 Let V1 , V2 be two RDF/S KBs. We denote by U(V1 ) and U(V2 ) the custom URIs
of V1 and V2 respectively and by L(V1 ) and L(V2 ) the literals belonging to V1 and V2 respectively.
Please note that sets U(V1 ) and U(V2 ) do not include standard URIs defined by language
RDF and RFDS such as class for example.
Consider a pair of asynchronously produced RDF/S KBs ( V1 , V2 ⊆ T ). A change can be
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defined on the basis of the triples that must exist (or not exist) in V1 and/or V2 in order for it
to be detected. This notion is formalized as follows:
Definition 2 (Low-Level Delta ∆) Let V1 , V2 be two RDF/S KBs. The low-level delta between V1 , V2 , denoted by ∆(V1 , V2 ) (or simply ∆) is a pair of sets of triples defined as: ∆(V1 , V2 ) =
hV2 \ V1 , V1 \ V2 i. For brevity, we will use the notation ∆1 , ∆2 for V2 \ V1 , V1 \ V2 respectively
(∆1 ⊆ T , ∆2 ⊆ T ).
Note that ∆1 corresponds to the triples added in V1 to get V2 , and ∆2 corresponds to the
triples deleted from V1 to get V2 . The low-level delta alone may not be enough to fully capture
the intuition behind a change: sometimes we need to consider conceptual information that
remained unchanged (see, e.g., the change of the domain of participants in Figure 1.2 and the
subsequent analysis in Section 1.3) and/or information on terminological changes that a matcher
provides (see, e.g., the change in the name of class Existing to P ersistent). Therefore, let us
first introduce the notion of a mapping between entities of the first version to entities of the
second version.
Definition 3 (Mapping function map) Function map assigns a set of URIs and literals of
V1 to a set of URIs and literals in V2 .
map ⊆ 2U(V1 )∪L(V1 ) × 2U(V2 )∪L(V2 )
A mapping is considered valid iff:
1. A ∩ A′ = ∅, B ∩ B ′ = ∅
2. A ⊆ U(V1 ) ∪ L(V1 ), B ⊆ U(V2 ) ∪ L(V2 )
3. If (A ∪ B) ∩ (L(V1 ) ∪ L(V2 )) 6= ∅ then:
(a) |A| = 1, |B| = 1
(b) A ⊆ L(V1 ), B ⊆ L(V2 )
(c) A ⊆ ∆2 , B ⊆ ∆1
(d) A 6= B
4. If (A ∪ B) ∩ (L(V1 ) ∪ L(V2 )) = ∅ then:
(a) |A| = 1 or |B| = 1
(b) A 6= ∅, B 6= ∅
(c) A 6= B
(d) |A ∩ B| ≤ 1
(e) A ∩ U(V2 ) = B ∩ U(V1 ) = A ∩ B
The above restrictions may seem complex but essentially define a mapping that is according
to the perception of a terminological change. For starters, when provided with a set of mappings
for a given pair of RDF/S KBs, these sets should be independent to each other, i.e., there should
not be any overlaps between the various mapped elements (in V1 and V2 ). In practice, this means
that every element of V1 (and V2 ) should participate in at most one mapping. The elements
that are mapped can be literals and URIs, but depending on the type of the elements being
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mapped, different restrictions apply. When literals are being mapped, then the map can only be
of the form map(a) = b, where a,b are different literals appearing in L(V1 ), L(V2 ) respectively.
Moreover,literal a must be deleted whereas literal b must be added. On the other hand, when
URIs are being mapped, then there are no literals in the mapping (otherwise, we would have
a literal mapping); furthermore, either A or B is a singleton, they are non-equal and both are
non-empty, so the mappings can be of one of the following forms:
• map(a) = b1 , . . . , bn (n > 1)
• map(a1 , . . . , am ) = b(m > 1)
• map(a) = b
where a, a1 , . . . , am , are URIs appearing in U(V1 ) and b, b1 , . . . , bn are URIs appearing in U(V2 ).
The sets A, B may overlap, but, if they do, they can overlap in at most one element, which
should be the only element in A or B which appears in both versions (U (V1 ) ∩ U (V2 )); apart
from this single overlapping element (if any), A and B cannot contain any other elements that
appear in both versions.
The values of this function are calculated by matchers [7], which employ various sophisticated, heuristic-based techniques for identifying elements with different names that correspond
to the same real world entity. For instance, in the motivating example (Figure 1.2 and Table 1.1),
the detection of the heuristic change Rename Class(Existing,Persistent) is based on the fact that
the classes Existing and P eristent have been found to match and thus correspond to the same
entity. In other words, there exists a mapping such that map(Existing) = P ersistent. Note
that the focus of this thesis is not on developing a sophisticated matcher, but on change detection. Thus, our system was designed to be modular, in the sense that any custom-made or
off-the-shelf matcher could be used to calculate the required matchings. In addition, the user
may choose to circumvent the matching process altogether by not defining a matcher and thus
exclude heuristic changes from the detection process. In this respect, the matching process can
be viewed as an optional, pre-processing phase to the actual change detection algorithm. For
evaluation purposes, we implemented a simple matcher that associates elements based on the
similarity of their “neighborhoods” that is: The sets of nodes and links that are pointing from/to
the elements under question. If the similarity exceeds a certain threshold, then a matching is
reported.
Based on the analysis above, the definition of the detection semantics should consist of the
triple(s) that must exist in the low-level delta, a set of conditions that must hold (in V1 and/or
V2 and/or a matching) in order for the detection to take place as well as of a set of triples that
are consumed once the change has been detected:
Definition 4 (Change c) A change c is defined as a triple hδ1 , δ2 , φi, where:
• δ1 ⊆ T : required added triples. Corresponds to the triples that should be in V2 but not in
V1 (i.e., in ∆1 ), in order for c to be detected.
• δ2 ⊆ T : required deleted triples. Corresponds to the triples that should be in V1 but not
in V2 (i.e., in ∆2 ), in order for c to be detected.
• φ: required conditions. Corresponds to the conditions that should be true in order for
c to be detected. A condition is a logical formula consisting of atoms either of the kind
t ∈ V or t ∈
/ V , where t ∈ T and V is of the form Vi or Cl(Vi ) for i ∈ {1, 2} or of the
kind map({a1 , ..., an }) = {b1 , .., bm }, where {a1 , ..., an } ∈ U(V1 ) ∪ L(V1 ) and {b1 , ..., bm } ∈
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U(V2 )∪L(V2 ). It should be noted that at most one atom of the second kind can be contained
in the formula.
For simplicity, we will denote by δ1 (c) (δ2 (c)) the required added (deleted) triples of a change
c and by φ(c) the required conditions of c. The changes defined in this work form a language
of changes, that we denote by L. Changes are classified into basic, composite and heuristic; in
the end of this report, one can find a full list of all the basic, composite and heuristic changes
in L. In this work, we restrict our attention to changes for which δ1 ∪ δ2 6= ∅ and δ1 ∩ δ2 = ∅.
The first condition guarantees that at least something must be in ∆1 or ∆2 (i.e., something has
actually changed between V1 and V2 ). The second condition guarantees that no change would
require the addition and deletion of the same triple to happen at the same time.
As discussed in Section 1, both fine-grained and coarse-grained high-level changes are necessary in order to support determinism, conciseness and intuitiveness. For this reason, we follow
a common approach in the literature [10, 18, 23] and classify high-level changes into basic and
composite. Basic changes are fine-grained and describe a change in one node or edge of the
RDF/S KB taking into account RDF/S semantics. On the other hand, composite changes are
coarse-grained and closer to the user’s intuition, as they describe, in a concise way, changes
affecting several nodes and/or edges of the RDF/S KB. The novelty of our approach lies in the
introduction of a special category of coarse-grained changes, the heuristic changes, that require
heuristics and other approximation techniques in order to be detected. The heuristic changes
that we have defined in this work are based on the following three assumptions: if an element
in V1 is matched with an element in V2 , we detect a Rename operation, whereas if it is matched
with a set of elements in V2 , we detect a Split operation. On the other hand, if a set of elements in V1 are matched with an element in V2 , a Merge operation is detected. Another case
where matchers are necessary appears when an object is associated with a different comment in
V1 , V2 , which could be either because the old comment was deleted and a new one was added, or
because the old comment was edited. In this case, we use the Levenshtein [12] string distance
metric which compares the similarity of the respective comments and determines whether a pair
of Delete Comment-Add Comment, or a single Change Comment, should be returned (similarly
for labels).
The previously described requirements are needed in order to detect a change based on
the low-level delta. Once a change has been detected, we need to eliminate from the low-level
delta the triples that are required for its detection, but also the triples that are associated
with its detection. The elimination of triples from the low-level delta should be seen as a consequence of the detection of a specific change and will be called consumption in the rest of
this thesis. For instance, in the motivating example (Figure 1.2 and Table 1.1), the detection of the heuristic change Rename Class(Existing,Persistent) has as result the consumption of
the triples that are required for its detection ((P ersistent, type, class), (Existing, type, class))
in addition to the consumption of the following triples that are associated to this change
(Stuf f, subClassOf, P ersistent), (Stuf f, subClassOf, Existing),
(started on, domain, P ersistent), (started on, domain, Existing).
Based on the triples that are consumed by the detection of a high-level change but also on
the type of the change (whether it is a basic, composite or heuristic one) we will categorize the
changes into three disjoint sets and use different annotations for them.
Definition 5 We will denote by CBC a set that contains only basic and composite changes.
Set CH contains heuristic changes for which it holds: map(A) = B, A ∩ B = ∅. Finally, set
CX contains heuristic changes for which the above restriction does not hold. More specifically,
map(A) = B, A ∩ B 6= ∅
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Set CX contains the heuristic changes Merge Into Existing and Split Into Existing.
In order to identify the consumed triples of each detectable high-level change, we will need
the following notions.
Definition 6 Given a mapping map, such that map(A) = B, A ∩ B = ∅, and u1 , u2 ∈ U(V1 ) ∪
U(V2 ) we define u1 ;map(A)=B u2 iff
• u1 ∈ A and u2 ∈ B
• u1 = u2 and u1 ∈
/ A,u2 ∈
/B
Definition 7 Given a mapping map, such that map(A) = B, A ∩ B = ∅, and u1 , u2 ∈ U(V1 ) ∪
U(V2 ) we define u1 ∼map(A)=B u2 iff
• u1 ∈ A and u2 ∈ A
• u1 ∈ B and u2 ∈ B
• u1 = u2
The first of the above definitions identifies when two URIs are considered equivalent in our
detection process given a specific mapping. According to this definition, two URIs are equivalent
for a given mapping if they are the same URI or if they are mapped to each other. The second
definition identifies when two URIs are both mapped to the same URI for a given mapping.
Definition 6 can be generalized to apply for triples as follows:
Definition 8 Consider triples t = (s, p, o) and t′ = (s′ , p′ , o′ ). Then, t ;map(A)=B t′ iff
s ;map(A)=B s′ and p ;map(A)=B p′ and o ;map(A)=B o′ .
The same generalization can also be applied to Definition 7.
Definition 9 For every triple t we can define two sets as follows:
Rel;map(A)=B (t) = {t′ |t ;map(A)=B t′ and t′ ;map(A)=B t}
Rel∼map(A)=B (t) = {t′ |t ∼map(A)=B t′ }
Lemma 1 Assuming map(A) = B and t = (s, p, o) : s ∈ B∨p ∈ B∨o ∈ B, s ∈
/ A∧p ∈
/ A∧o ∈
/ A.
Then, Rel; (t) 6= ∅.
Lemma 2


 Rel∼ (t) = Rel∼ (t′ )
′
t∼t ⇔
Rel; (t) = Rel; (t′ )

t, t′ ∈ Rel∼ (t) = Rel∼ (t′ )

 Rel∼ (t) = Rel; (t′ )
′
t;t ⇔
Rel; (t) = Rel∼ (t′ )

t ∈ Rel; (t′ ), t′ ∈ Rel; (t)

Having these definitions, the consumed triples can be simply defined as:
Definition 10 (Consumed triples) The consumed triples of a high-level change are:
• If c ∈ CBC i.e., c is a composite or basic change then,
ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ) = δ1 (c) and ξ2 (c, V1 , V2 ) = δ2 (c).
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• If c ∈ CX i.e., c is a heuristic change and the mapping map(A) = B ∈ φ(c) and A ∩ B 6= ∅
then,
ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ) = δ1 (c) and ξ2 (c, V1 , V2 ) = δ2 (c).
• If c ∈ CH i.e., c is a heuristic change and the mapping map(A) = B ∈ φ(c) and A ∩ B = ∅
then,
ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ) = {t = (s, p, o)|t ∈ ∆1 , Rel∼map(A)=B (t) ⊆ ∆1 , Rel;map(A)=B (t) ⊆ ∆2 , s ∈
B ∨ p ∈ B ∨ o ∈ B, s ∈
/ A∧p∈
/ A∧o∈
/ A}
ξ2 (c, V1 , V2 ) = {t = (s, p, o)|t ∈ ∆2 , Rel∼map(A)=B (t) ⊆ ∆2 , Rel;map(A)=B (t) ⊆ ∆1 , s ∈
A ∨ p ∈ A ∨ o ∈ A, s ∈
/ B∧p ∈
/ B∧o∈
/ B}
Following, one can see some interesting and indicative examples of what the consumed triples
are in different situations. For starters, in Figure 2.1 the high-level changes that will be detected
are: Split Class(A,{A1 , A2 , A3 }), Delete Superclass(A,F) and Add Superclass(A1 ,F) given mapping map({A}) = {A1 , A2 , A3 }. In Table 2.3 the low-level changes in ∆ and the consumed
triples of the heuristic change Split Class are depicted. We see that not all low-level changes are
contained in the set of consumed triples of the heuristic change. This is why in this example,
our detection process will also detect the aforementioned basic changes. The reason that not all
low-level changes are consumed by the detection of Split Class is that for the low-level change
(A, subClassOf, F ), Rel; ((A, subClassOf, F )) 6⊂ ∆1 .

F

E

A

F

E

A1

A2

Version 1

A3

Version2

Figure 2.1: Example of the heuristic change Split Class
Low-Level Delta
Added Triples
Deleted Triples
(A1 , type, class)
(A, type, class)
(A2 , type, class)
(A, subClassOf, E)
(A3 , type, class)
(A, subClassOf, F )
(A1 , subClassOf, E)
(A2 , subClassOf, E)
(A3 , subClassOf, E)
(A3 , subClassOf, F )
Consumed Triples
Split Class(A,{A1 , A2 , A3 })
Added Triples
Deleted Triples
(A1 , type, class)
(A2 , type, class)
(A, type, class)
(A3 , type, class)
(A1 , subClassOf, E)
(A2 , subClassOf, E) (A, subClassOf, E)
(A3 , subClassOf, E)

Table 2.3: Low-level Delta and Consumed Triples
In Figure 2.2 the high-level changes that will be detected are the heuristic changes Split Class(
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A,{A1 , A2 }) and Merge Classes({B1 , B2 },B) given the mappings map({A}) = {A1 , A2 } and
map({B1 , B2 }) = {B} respectively. Moreover, the detection process will detected the basic changes Delete Superclass(A,B1 ), Delete Superclass(A,B2 ), Add Superclass(A1 ,B) and Add
Superclass(A2 ,B). In this example none of the low-level changes contained in ∆ is consumed
by a heuristic change. The reason for this is that sets Rel; = ∅ for all low-level changes. This
is a desirable property and is obtained directly by the conditions defined in Definitions 6, 7. If
we had not defined these conditions, we would witness race conditions in this case where both
heuristic changes would try to consume exactly the same low-level changes.

B1

B2

B

A

A1

Version 1

A2

Version2

Figure 2.2: Example of the heuristic changes Split Class and Merge Classes
Low-Level Delta
Added Triples
Deleted Triples
(A1 , type, class)
(A, type, class)
(A2 , type, class)
(B1 , type, class)
(B2 , type, class)
(A1 , subClassOf, B)
(A, subClassOf, B1 )
(A2 , subClassOf, B)
(A, subClassOf, B2 )

Table 2.4: Low-level Delta

Definition 11 (Subsumed basic changes) Consider two high-level changes, c1 and c2 . Assume that c1 is a composite or heuristic change and c2 is a basic change. Then, we say that
c1 subsumes c2 iff ξ1 (c2 , V1 , V2 ) ⊆ ξ1 (c1 , V1 , V2 ), ξ2 (c2 , V1 , V2 ) ⊆ ξ2 (c1 , V1 , V2 ) and both conditions are true. It should be noted that for the subsumed basic changes of a composite change, it
also holds that cond(c2 ) ⊢ cond(c1 ). The set of subsumed basic changes for each composite and
heuristic change is denoted by Σ.
In the tables at the end of this document, one can see the basic changes that are subsumed
by each composite change.

2.2.2

Detection Semantics

As mentioned earlier, high-level changes are categorized into two levels in order for our language to able to capture subtle changes but also be concise. The introduction of the two levels
should be done carefully, as it may cause problems with determinism. For instance, in the
motivating example (Figure 1.2 and Table 1.1), the deleted triple(participants, domain, Onset)
could be associated with the basic change Delete Domain(participants,Onset), as well as with
the composite change Generalize Domain(participants,Onset,Event). Similarly, the the deleted
triple(Existing, type, class) could be associated with the basic change Delete Type Class(Existing),
as well as with the heuristic change Rename Class(Existing,Persistent) (see Appendix). This
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double association would jeopardize determinism, because the same low-level delta would correspond to two different high-level deltas. To avoid this problem, we define two different notions,
detectability and initial detectability, and postulate that the detection of heuristic changes takes
precedence over the detection of composite changes and both take precedence over the detection
of basic ones. Consequently, the detection semantics of changes is as follows:
Definition 12 (Detectability) Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 )
and a change c. Then, c is initially detectable iff δi (c) ⊆ ∆i , i ∈ {1, 2}, and φ(c) is true.
• If c is a heuristic change, then c is detectable iff it is initially detectable.
• If c is a composite change, then c is detectable iff it is initially detectable and there is no
initially detectable heuristic change (say c′ ) for which c ∈ Σ(c′ )
• If c is a basic change, then c is detectable iff it is initially detectable and there is no
initially detectable heuristic change (say c′ ) for which c ∈ Σ(c′ ) and there is no initially
detectable composite change (say c′′ ) for which c ∈ Σ(c′′ ) .
In our running example, Change Domain(participants,Onset,Event) is not initially detectable
(thus, not detectable) because its conditions are not true (specifically, the part: (Onset,
subClassOf, Event) ∈
/ Cl(V1 )∨ (Onset, subClassOf, Event) ∈
/ Cl(V2 )). On the other hand, Generalize Domain( participants,Onset,Event) is initially detectable; given that it is a composite
change and the fact that no other heuristic change is initially detectable, it is also detectable.
Finally, the basic change Delete Domain(participants,Onset,Event) is initially detectable, but
not detectable (because Generalize Domain(participants,Onset,Event) is initially detectable).
The following theorem proves that L satisfies the property of completeness as it states that
all low-level changes will be associated with at least one detectable high-level change:
Lemma 3 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i and some
i ∈ {1, 2} and t ∈ ∆i . If there is some c ∈ L, such that c: initially detectable and t ∈ δi (c), then
there is some c′ ∈ L, c′ : detectable and t ∈ ξi (c′ ).
Theorem 1 (Completeness) Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) =
h∆1 , ∆2 i and the set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}. Then, for any i ∈ {1, 2} and t ∈ ∆i , there is
some c ∈ C such that t ∈ ξi (c).
In order to prove that L satisfies the property of Non-ambiguity we must first show that
each low-level change is associated with at most one detectable high-level change.
Theorem 2 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i and two
changes c1 , c2 ∈ L. Then one of the following is true:
1. ξi (c1 ) ∩ ξi (c2 ) = ∅ for i ∈ {1, 2}
2. δi (c1 ) * ∆i or δi (c2 ) * ∆i for some i ∈ {1, 2}
3. φ(cj ) is not true for some j ∈ {1, 2}
4. cj is a basic change, ck is a composite change and cj ∈ Σ(ck ) for some j, k ∈ {1, 2}, j 6= k
5. cj is a basic or composite change, ck is a heuristic change and cj ∈ Σ(ck ) for some
j, k ∈ {1, 2}, j 6= k
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This theorem shows that the changes in L have been chosen in such a way that a change
is either not detectable, or irrelevant to other detectable changes. In particular, if condition
1 is true then the consumed added triples of c1 are disjoint from the ones of c2 (similar for
the deleted); this means that c1 , c2 cannot be associated with the same low-level change. If
conditions 2 or 3 are true then at least one of c1 , c2 is not detectable (by Definition 12), so,
again, a low-level change cannot be associated with both changes. If condition 4 is true, then
one of the changes (ck ) is a composite one and more “general” than the basic one (cj ). Therefore,
by Definition 12 again, even if both of them are initially detectable, only ck will be detectable.
Finally, if condition 5 is true, then one of the changes (ck ) is a heuristic one. Therefore, by
Definition 12 again, even if both of them are initially detectable, only ck will be detectable. The
usability of this theorem is to set the conditions that should hold for a change in order to allows
us to add it to L without jeopardizing determinism.
Given this analysis, the following theorem is straightforward and proves that any two changes
in L are non-ambiguous, ergo L satisfies the property of Non-ambiguity :
Theorem 3 (Non-ambiguity) Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) =
h∆1 , ∆2 i and the set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}. Then, for any two changes c1 , c2 ∈ C, it holds
that ξi (c1 ) ∩ ξi (c2 ) = ∅ for i ∈ {1, 2}.
The following corollary corresponds to the determinism property of the detection process,
as it shows that the set of low-level changes can be fully partitioned into disjoint subsets, each
corresponding to one high-level change.
Corollary 1 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i and the
set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}. Then:
• For all c1 , c2 ∈ C it holds that ξi (c1 ) ∩ ξi (c2 ) = ∅ for i ∈ {1, 2}.
S
• c∈C ξi (c) = ∆i for i = 1, 2.
The last desiderata that L must satisfy in order to be rational is Reversibility, namely the
fact that for each change c, there is some change whose application cancels the effects of c.
Definition 13 (Reversibility) A change c1 is called the reverse of c2 iff
• c1 ∈ CBC i.e., c1 is a composite or basic change and
δ1 (c1 ) = δ2 (c2 ) and δ2 (c1 ) = δ1 (c2 ).
• c1 ∈ CX ∪ CH i.e., c1 is a heuristic change and map(A) = B ∈ φ(c1 ) and
δ1 (c1 ) = δ2 (c2 ), δ2 (c1 ) = δ1 (c2 ) and map(B) = A ∈ φ(c2 ).
It can be shown that the reverse of a change always exists and is unique:
Theorem 4 Every change in L has a unique reverse.
For example, the reverse of Change Domain(participants,Onset,Event) is
Change Domain(participants,Event,Onset). In the following, we will denote by c−1 the reverse
of c ∈ L.
Moreover, from Definitions 10, 13 we have:
Theorem 5 If change c−1 is the reverse of c then
ξ1 (c−1 , V1 , V2 ) = ξ2 (c, V1 , V2 ) and ξ2 (c−1 , V1 , V2 ) = ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ).
From the above theorems and definitions we conclude that,
Corollary 2 Language L is a rational language.
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2.2.3

Application Semantics

So far, we were only concerned with detection semantics of changes. However, changes can also
be applied upon RDF/S KBs, where the application and detection semantics of a set of changes
should be consistent. To be more precise, given two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , the application (upon
V1 ) of the delta computed between them should give V2 [27]. Based on the definition of a
change it is easy to derive that its application consists of adding its consumed added triples
to V1 and deleting its consumed deleted triples from V1 . For the basic and composite changes
the consumed added/deleted triples are predefined, so no further information is needed in order
to apply them. However, for the heuristic changes their nature is such that does not allow us
to define a-priori such a set of consumed triples but rather the knowledge of both versions is
required. Hence, we cannot apply a heuristic change simply by adding (removing) its consumed
added (deleted) triples to V1 in order to obtain V2 . This is the reason why for the definition
of the application of a heuristic change we rely on the fact that a heuristic change is actually
a terminological change where all the occurrences of the old term(s) are replaced by the new
term(s).
If we follow this approach, we will obtain a set of added and deleted triples that if applied
will not lead us to V2 . This happens because the set of triples obtained by this methodology is
naive and needs refinements. As we only have one version to work with and the set of detected
changes, we don’t really know what changes have happened to the neighborhood of a URI that
has been mapped to other URIs. These changes are reported by basic and composite changes
and this is why, in order to obtain the actual applied changes of a heuristic change we need
to remove from the naive applied triple, the triples that are applied by basic and composite
changes. Note that this methodology is only required for heuristic changes that are contained
in set CH .
In the following definitions map(A) = B will be omitted whenever it is obvious by the
context.
So, the initially applied triples that we obtain before the preprocessing phase are:
Definition 14 Consider an RDF/S KB V and a heuristic change c ∈ CH with mapping
map(A) = B ∈ φ(c). The naive applied triples of c are defined as follows:
/ V, Rel; (t) ⊆ V, (s ∈ B ∨ p ∈ B ∨ o ∈ B), (s ∈
/ A∧p∈
/ A∧o ∈
/
• α⋆1 (c, V ) = {t = (s, p, o)|t ∈
A)}
• α⋆2 (c, V ) = {t = (s, p, o)|t ∈ V, Rel∼ (t) ⊆ V, (s ∈ A∨p ∈ A∨o ∈ A), (s ∈
/ B∧p ∈
/ B∧o ∈
/ B)}
For example, the approach described above will report as naive applied triples for change
Split Class(A,{A1 , A2 , A3 }) of Figure 2.1 the low-level changes depicted in Table 2.5. If we apply
these triples upon the first version of the figure, we will not obtain the second version as the
resulting versions will contain subClass relations between classes A2 , A3 and F.
Definition 15 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) and the set of changes
C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable} where CBC ⊆ C, CX ⊆ C, CH ⊆ C. We define A = hA1 , A2 i as
the setScontaining theSrequired added/deleted Striples of all changes
in CBC ∪ CX . Consequently,
S
A1 = c∈CBC δ1 (c) ∪ c∈CX δ1 (c) and A2 = c∈CBC δ2 (c) ∪ c∈CX δ2 (c)
We will call set A fixed applied triples as it contains all triples that need to be applied for
changes whose application is independent of the application of other changes.
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Naive Applied Triples
Split Class(A,{A1 , A2 , A3 })
α⋆1
α⋆2
(A1 , type, class)
(A, type, class)
(A2 , type, class)
(A, subClassOf, E)
(A3 , type, class)
(A, subClassOf, F )
(A1 , subClassOf, E)
(A2 , subClassOf, E)
(A3 , subClassOf, E)
(A1 , subClassOf, F )
(A2 , subClassOf, F )
(A3 , subClassOf, F )
-

Table 2.5: Naive Applied Triples
Applied Triples
Split Class(A,{A1 , A2 , A3 })
α1
α2
(A1 , type, class)
(A, type, class)
(A2 , type, class)
(A, subClassOf, E)
(A3 , type, class)
(A1 , subClassOf, E)
(A2 , subClassOf, E)
(A3 , subClassOf, E)
-

Table 2.6: Applied Triples

Definition 16 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ), the set of changes
C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable} where CBC ⊆ C, CX ⊆ C, CH ⊆ C and the fixed applied triples
A = hA1 , A2 i. Then, the applied triples ∀c ∈ C are defined as follows:
• if c ∈ CBC then α1 (c, V, A) = δ1 (c) and α2 (c, V, A) = δ2 (c).
• if c ∈ CX then α1 (c, V, A) = δ1 (c) and α2 (c, V, A) = δ2 (c).
• if c ∈ CH and the mapping map(A) = B ∈ φ(c) then,
α1 (c, V, A) = {t ∈ α⋆1 (c, V ), Rel∼ (t) ∩ A1 = ∅, Rel; (t) ∩ A2 = ∅}
α2 (c, V, A) = {t ∈ α⋆2 (c, V ), Rel∼ (t) ∩ A2 = ∅, Rel; (t) ∩ A1 = ∅}

By Definition 16 we see that set A contains the applied triples of changes in CBC ∪ CX for
which it holds that the applied triples are equal to the required added/deleted triples. But the
required added/deleted triples for every change in our language are predetermined and fixed
so when applying a change in CBC ∪ CX we don’t need any other information about the other
changes that are being applied as they are not affected by them. Note, that this is not true for
changes in CH as these are affected by the rest of the changes and this is why their application
is defined with respect to A.
In Table 2.6 we can see the actual applied triples of change Split Class(A,{A1 , A2 , A3 }) of
Figure 2.1 after the preprocessing step of removing the wrong triples contained in the naive set.
What is of special interest, is that the actual applied triples are equal to the consumed triples
of this change depicted in Table 2.3. This leads us to the following theorem and its subsequent
corollary that formalize and generalize the above observation.
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Theorem 6 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i, C = {c ∈
L|c : detectable} and CBC ⊆ C, CX ⊆ C, CH ⊆ C. Then it holds that: ∀c ∈ CH : αi (c, V, A) =
ξi (c, V1 , V2 ) and i ∈ {1, 2}.
Corollary 3 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i, the set
of changes C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}
S and the set A = hA1 , A2 i.
Then for all c ∈ C it holds that: c∈C αi (c, V1 , A) = ∆i for i = 1, 2
The application of a high-level change upon one version is defined as follows:
Definition 17 (Application •) Consider an RDF/S KB V and a change c. The application
of c upon V , denoted by V • c is defined as: V • c = (V ∪ α1 (c, V1 , A)) \ α2 (c, V1 , A).
As an example, the application of Generalize Domain(participants,Onset,Event) would lead
to the addition of the triple (participants, domain, Event) and the deletion of (participants,
domain, Onset). On the other hand, the application of Rename Class(Existing,Persistent) would
lead to the deletion of all the triples of V1 that have as subject, predicate or object class
Existing and the addition of all triples that have as subject, predicate or object respectively
the class P ersistent. More specifically, in our running example the triples that will be replaced are the following: triple (Existing, type, class) will be replaced by (P ersistent, type, class),
triple (Stuf f, subClassOf, Existing) by (Stuf f, subClassOf, P ersistent) and triple started on,
domain, Existing) by (started on, domain, P ersistent).
Before we can generalize the application to sets of changes, we need to define the notion of
Conflicting sets.
Definition 18 (Conflicting changes) Consider an RDF/S KB V . Then two changes c1 , c2
are called conflicting iff (δ1 (c1 ) ∩ δ2 (c2 )) ∪ (δ1 (c2 ) ∩ δ2 (c1 )) 6= ∅. A set C of changes is called
conflicting iff C contains at least one pair of conflicting changes.
By definition, c1 , c2 are conflicting iff the application of c1 requires the addition (or deletion)
of a triple whose deletion (or addition) is required by c2 . For example, Delete Domain(
participants,Event) is conflicting with Change Domain(participants,Onset,Event), because the
application of the former requires the deletion of (participants, domain, Event) whereas the latter
requires the same triple to be added. In the same manner, Rename Class(Existing,Persistent)
would be conflicting with a change of the form Rename Class(Persistent,Existing), because
the application of the former requires the deletion of (Existing, type, class) whereas the second
requires the same triple to be added.
Theorem 7 Consider two changes c1 , c2 such that c2 is the reverse of c1 . Then, c1 is the reverse
of c2 and c1 , c2 are conflicting.
Now we are ready to generalize Definition 17 to sets of changes.Note that when applying
a set of changes, we have two options: either we can apply the changes simultaneously or we
can apply them sequentially. Simultaneous application is defined for any set of changes; the
application in this case is performed in one step, i.e., as if the entire set of changes was a single
change. On the other hand, sequential application refers to subsequent applications of different
changes from the set, in a specific, user-defined order. As we will show later, the two types of
application give the same results in several cases. In particular, when the applied set of changes
contains only changes from CBC , then the simultaneous application gives the same result as the
sequential application, regardless of the order of the sequential application. A set of changes
consisting only of changes from CBC is called a clean set of changes.
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Definition 19 (Simultaneous application) Consider an RDF/S KB V , a set of changes
C = {c1 , . . . , cn } and set A.
S The (simultaneous)
S application of C upon V , denoted by V • C, is
defined as: V • C = (V ∪ ∀c∈C α1 (c, V, A)) \ ∀c∈C α2 (c, V, A).
Theorem 8 shows that we can apply the detected delta upon one version in order to get the
other; given that we cannot define the application of sets of changes for conflicting sets, a critical
intermediate result is that the detected delta is always non-conflicting:
Theorem 8 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 and the set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}. Then it
can be shown that C is non-conflicting and V1 • C = V2 .
Some additional interesting properties can be defined if C is a clean set of changes.
For starters, it is easy to see that when applying a conflicting set of changes upon a version,
the order matters (e.g.,in the previous example, depending on the order, Event would, or would
not, be the domain of participants); however, for non-conflicting sets of changes, the order is
irrelevant:
Theorem 9 (Sequential application) Consider an RDF/S KB V and a clean non-conflicting
set of changes C = {c1 , . . . , cn }. Then, for any permutation π over the set of indices {1, . . . , n}
it holds that: (. . . ((V • c1 ) • c2 ) • . . .) • cn = (. . . ((V • cπ(1) ) • cπ(2) ) • . . .) • cπ(n) = V • C.
Theorem 10 Consider two RDF/S KBs V and the clean set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}. Then,
(. . . ((V • c1 ) • c2 ) • . . .) • cn = V • C = V2 .
An interesting corollary of Theorem 9 is that changes in clean sets are composable:
Theorem 11 Consider an RDF/S KB V and two clean sets of changes C1 , C2 such that C1 ,
C2 , C1 ∪C2 are non-conflicting. Then: (V • C1 ) • C2 = (V • C2 ) • C1 = V • (C1 ∪ C2 ).
Reversibility (see definition 13) is useful for returning to the original version of the RDF/S
KB:
Theorem 12 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 and the clean set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}.
Set C −1 = {c−1 |c ∈ C}. Then it can be shown that C −1 is non-conflicting and V2 • C −1 = V1 .
Theorem 12 shows that a clean set of changes performed upon an RDF/S KB can be canceled
by applying the reverse upon the result. This allows for both “undoing” an unwanted change,
and reproducing older versions of an RDF/S KB based on the newest versions and the deltas
that led to it.
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Chapter 3

Change Detection Algorithm
An essential part of our approach is the detection algorithm for L which should be efficient,
scalable and should correctly return the detectable changes. Consider a high-level change c. In
order for c to be detectable, all low-level changes in δ1 (c), δ2 (c) must be in ∆, and the respective
φ(c) must be true. The first step of a generalized detection algorithm is to pick a low-level
change (i.e., a triple in ∆1 or ∆2 ), say (participants, domain, Onset) ∈ ∆2 (cf. Figure 1.2 and
Table 1.1). Regardless of the particular input (V1 , V2 ), there are certain high-level changes whose
detection cannot be triggered by a given low-level change. For example, the deletion of triple
(participants, domain, Onset) cannot be related to the detection of Delete Superclass, as no
low-level change of this form appears in the required deleted triples of Delete Superclass (see
Appendix). On the other hand, it can potentially trigger the detection of a Delete Domain
or a Change Domain operation if the latter is coupled with some other low-level change in ∆
specifying the addition of a new domain for participants (see Appendix). This kind of reasoning
reveals that the assignment of low-level changes to high-level ones is an essential part of the
detection algorithm. Moreover, we showed above that there can be “race” conditions between
basic, composite and heuristic changes if a low-level change is assigned to all types of high-level
changes and the conditions of all of them are true. We have overcome this problem by giving
precedence to the detection of heuristic changes over composite and basic ones as explained in
section 2.2.
Regarding the practical aspect of the algorithm, i.e., its implementation, we have divided
the algorithm into two parts. In the first part we detect only heuristic changes and in the
second part we detect basic and composite changes. This division is only necessary for practical
reasons as we have proved that the high-level changes are non-ambiguous and hence the order of
detection does not matter as long as we give the correct precedence whenever we encounter race
conditions. The reason for this division is twofold as on the one hand heuristic changes require
the results of a matcher in their conditions and so inherently need to be approached differently
and on the other other hand, we can see in the Appendix that there are composite changes
whose conditions include information provided by a heuristic change. For example, consider the
composite change Pull up Class and its conditions that require the class whose position in the
subsumption hierarchy is changed to exist in both versions. This means that the class might
exist with the same name in both version or that the class has been, for example, renamed.
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3.1

Detection of Heuristic changes

As already explained in section 2.2, in order to detect heuristic changes we need the results of a
matcher that has identified two URIs as being the same, despite the terminological changes that
might have occurred. Consider for example change Rename Class(Existing,Persistent) from
Figure 1.2. In order to identify this operation, we need the knowledge that class Existing
matches to class P ersistent in the sense that they are essentially the same class despite the
change that has occurred in the name. As mentioned earlier, the focus of this work is not on
defining and implementing a sophisticated matcher but rather on exploiting the results of a
matcher for detecting heuristic changes. This is why, for the analysis of the algorithm we will
consider that the we have already at hand the matchings of the URIs and we will not elaborate
on how these matchings are obtained.
The mappings are contained in a dimensional table where the first column is the input
of function map and the second column is the output of function map. Each row represents
a mapping of URIs of V1 to URIs of V2 . Once we have populated this table with the valid
mappings given V1 , V2 we then identify the detectable heuristic changes. If a heuristic change is
detectable or not depends on if its required added/deleted triples are contained in ∆. The next
step of the algorithm would be to determine and then eliminate from ∆ the consumed triples
contained in set Ξ of each heuristic change.
More specifically, for every mapping contained in table mappings (line 3) we can determine, in constant time, based on the number of URIs of V1 mapped to URIs of V2 and the
type of these URIs (classes, properties, etc.), the heuristic change that can potentially be detectable (lines 4-24). The algorithm shown in 1 checks only if the URIs are of type class,
label, comment but it can easily be generalized to apply to all types without adding overhead
to the complexity of the algorithm. After we have determined the potentially detectable heuristic change, we need to see if it is actually detectable by checking if its required added/deleted
triples are contained in ∆. This step can be skipped as by property 1 of Definition 3 the required
added/deleted triples for each heuristic change will be in ∆. The last steps of the algorithm
are adding the detectable heuristic change to the set of detected heuristic changes heuristics
and removing from ∆ its consumed triples (lines 25-28). In order to determine the consumed
triples we use the formula defined in Definition 10. In our example, the heuristic change Rename Class(Existing,Persistent) will be detected since the matcher has identified this mapping. The low-level changes Delete Superclass(Stuff,Existing), Add Superclass(Stuff,Persistent),
Delete Domain(started on,Existing), Add Domain(started on,Persistent) and Delete Type Class
(Existing), Add Type Class(Persistent) won’t be returned because they are consumed by the
aforementioned heuristic change.

3.2

Detection of Basic and Composite changes

For the detection of basic and composite changes we use theorem 13 which shows that if the
subsumed basic changes of a heuristic/composite change are initially detectable then the heuristic/composite change is detectable given that its conditions in φ are true (and the opposite).
Using this property, we can detect only basic changes in the first part of the algorithm, whereas
in the second part we can detect only composite ones. More specifically, in the first part we
only consider basic changes and return those that are initially detectable (see Definition 4) while
in the second part, we detect composite changes, based on the basic changes we have already
detected. It should be noted, that the basic changes returned by the first part of the algorithm
are initially detectable and not detectable. This is due to the fact that some of these basic
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Algorithm 1: findHeuristicChanges(∆,mappings)
1: heuristic := ∅
2: for all rows in Table mappings do
3:
A = first column, B = second column
4:
if size of A = 1 then
5:
if size of B = 1 then
6:
if A and B are classes then
7:
c = Rename Class(A,B)
8:
end if
9:
if A and B are labels then
10:
c = Change Label(A,B)
11:
end if
12:
if A and B are comments then
13:
c = Change Comment(A,B)
14:
end if
15:
else
16:
if A and B are classes then
17:
c = Split Class(A,B)
18:
end if
19:
end if
20:
else
21:
if A and B are classes then
22:
c = Merge Classes(A,B)
23:
end if
24:
end if
25:
heuristic := heuristic ∪ {c}
26:
toConsume+ := ξ1 (c, V 1, V 2)
27:
toConsume− := ξ2 (c, V 1, V 2)
28:
∆1 \ toConsume+ , ∆2 \ toConsume−
29: end for
30: return heuristic
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changes may be subsumed by a composite in the second part of the algorithm. Thus, detectable
are the basic changes that after the execution of the two parts of the algorithm are initially
detectable and have not been subsumed by a composite change. In order to use this policy we
must first prove that the detection of a composite change based on its subsumed basic changes
is equivalent to its detection based on the low-level changes contained in δ1 , δ2 .
Theorem 13 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) and a composite
change c : Cond(c) = true. Then c : detectable ⇔ ∀b ∈ Σ(c) : detectable.
An interesting corollary of the previous theorem is the following.
Corollary 4 Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) and a composite
change c : detectable. Then, ∪b∈Σ(c) δ1 (b) = δ1 (c), ∪b∈Σ(c) δ2 (b) = δ2 (c).
As described above, by dividing the algorithm into two parts, the low-level changes are
assigned only to basic changes whereas for the detection of composite changes the previously
detected basic changes are used. This assignment is implemented by methods
f indP otentialBasicChanges and f indP otentialCompositeChanges (Algorithms 2, 3). In short,
the first method takes a particular triple in ∆ (i.e., a low-level change) and determines the basic changes whose detection could, potentially, be triggered (set potC) by the given low-level
change. On the other hand, the second method takes a particular basic change from the already
detected basic changes and determines the composite changes whose detection could, potentially, be triggered (set potC ). It should be noted that the determination includes not only the
operation to be considered but also the parameters of the operation. In order to determine
the association of low-level changes to basic ones method f indP otentialBasicChanges uses Tables 3.1, 3.2 as follows: if the selected triple t is in the left column of Table 3.1 or 3.2, then
the method checks whether the low-level changes in the middle column appear in ∆. If so, then
t could trigger the detection of the basic changes in the right column, so these basic changes
are put in set potC. In our example, potC will contain Delete Domain(participants,Onset). A
similar case appears for the execution of method f indP otentialCompositeChanges where the
selected (initially detectable) basic change of the left column of Table 3.3 leads to the potentially
detectable composite changes in the right column, if the basic changes in the middle column are
also initially detectable. In our example, the composite changes Change Domain(participants,
Onset, Event) and Generalize Domain(participants, Onset, Event) will be put it potC since they
are also coupled with the initially detectable basic change Add Domain(participants, Event).
In order to build these tables the exploitation of assignment functions is needed to determine which low/high level change patterns can be assigned to what high-level changes. More
specifically, to determine the association between triples and basic changes we are going to use
the following two functions: for every triple t ∈ ∆
requiredB(t, ∆) := {(δ1 (b), δ2 (b)) | t ∈ ∆i ⇒ t ∈ δi (b), i = 1, 2, b ∈ L, b = basic}
and
detectedB(δ1′ , δ2′ , ∆) = {b | δ1′ = δ1 (b), δ2′ = δ2 (b), δ1 (b) ⊆ ∆1 , δ2 (b) ⊆ ∆2 }
For the association between basic and composite changes we are going to use the following
functions: for every basic change in L
requiredC(b) := {Σ(c) | b ∈ Σ(c), c ∈ L, c = composite} = B
and
detectedC(B, ∆) = {c | B = Σ(c), ∀b ∈ Σ(c) : detectable}
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Handle t
(x, subClassOf, z) ∈ ∆1

requiredB(t)
–

(x, subPropertyOf , z) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, z) ∈ ∆2

–
–

(x, subPropertyOf , z) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, z) ∈ ∆1

–
–

(x, type, z) ∈ ∆2

–

(x, comment, z) ∈ ∆1
(x, label, z) ∈ ∆1
(x, comment, z) ∈ ∆2
(x, label, z) ∈ ∆2
(x1 , z, x2 ) ∈ ∆1
(x1 , z, x2 ) ∈ ∆2
(x, domain, z) ∈ ∆1
(x, domain, z) ∈ ∆2
(x, range, z) ∈ ∆1
(x, range, z) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2

detectedB
Add Superclass(x,z),
Add SuperMetaclass(x,z),
Add SuperMetaproperty(x,z)
Add Superproperty(x,z)
Delete Superclass(x,z),
Delete SuperMetaclass(x,z),
Delete SuperMetaproperty(x,z)
Delete Superproperty(x,z)
Add Type To Class(x,z),
Add Type To Metaclass(x,z),
Add Type To Metaproperty(x,z),
Add Type To Property(x,z),
Add Type To Individual(x,z)
Delete Type From Class(x,z),
Delete Type From Metaclass(x,z),
Delete Type From Metaproperty(x,z),
Delete Type From Property(x,z),
Delete Type From Individual(x,z)
Add Comment(x,z)
Add Label(x,z)
Delete Comment(x,z)
Delete Label(x,z)
Add Property Instance(x1 , x2 , z)
Delete Property Instance(x1 , x2 , z)
Add Domain(x,z)
Delete Domain(x,z)
Delete Range(x,z)
Delete Range(x,z)
Add Type Class(x)
Retype Property To Class(x)
Retype Individual To Class(x)

Table 3.1: (a) Look-up Table for Basic Changes

Having defined the above assignment functions, the population of Tables 3.1, 3.2 is straightforward. For each basic change, we select one “representative” low-level change, t, from δ1 , δ2
and use it as the input parameter of function requiredB. This low-level change constitutes the
left column of Tables 3.1, 3.2. The remaining low-level changes in δ1 , δ2 are the result of function
requiredB and constitute the middle column of the tables. Note that the middle column does
not contain t as it is already present in the right column. (although it is included in the result
of requiredB) The right column is populated with the basic changes that have the same δ1 , δ2
to the respective change and therefore correspond to the same line. These basic changes are
returned by function detectedB(requiredB(t, ∆)). Note that all such changes (high-level and
low-level) use variables as their parameters, not fixed URIs.
In order to populate Table 3.3, we proceed in the same manner as before. For each composite
change, we select one “representative” basic change, b, from Σ and use it as the input parameter of function requiredC. This basic change constitutes the left column of Table 3.3. The
remaining basic changes in Σ are the result of function requiredC and constitute the middle
column of the table. Again, b is not included in the middle column of the table. The right
column is populated with the composite changes that have the same Σ to the respective change
and therefore correspond to the same line. These composite changes are returned by function
detectedC(requiredC(b, ∆)). Note that as in the previous case all changes use variables as their
parameters, not fixed URIs.
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Handle t
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆1

requiredB(t)
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2
–
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆2
–
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆1
–
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, resource) ∈ ∆1
–
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, class) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, type, property) ∈ ∆1
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, property) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, resource) ∈ ∆2
(x, subClassOf, class) ∈ ∆2

detectedB
Add Type Class(x)
Retype Property To Class(x)
Retype Individual To Class(x)
Add Type Metaclass(x)
Retype Property To Metaclass(x)
Retype Individual To Metaclass(x)
Add Type Metaproperty(x)
Retype Property To Metaproperty(x)
Retype Individual To Metaproperty(x)
Add Type Property(x)
Retype Class To Property(x)
Retype Metaclass To Property(x)
Retype Metaproperty To Property(x)
Retype Individual To Property(x)
Add Type Individual(x)
Retype Class To Individual(x)
Retype Metaclass To Individual(x)
Retype Metaproperty To Individual(x)
Retype Property To Individual(x)
Delete Type Class(x)
Retype Class To Property(x)
Retype Class To Individual(x)
Delete Type Metaclass(x)
Retype Metaclass To Property(x)
Retype Metaclass To Individual(x)
Delete Type Metaproperty(x)
Retype Metaproperty To Property(x)
Retype Metaproperty To Individual(x)
Delete Type Property(x)
Retype Property To Class(x)
Retype Property To Metaclass(x)
Retype Property To Metaproperty(x)
Retype Property To Individual(x)
Delete Type Individual(x)
Retype Individual To Class(x)
Retype Individual To Metaclass(x)
Retype Individual To Metaproperty(x)
Retype Individual To Property(x)
Retype Class To Metaclass(x)
Retype Class To Metaproperty(x)
Retype Metaclass To Class(x)
Retype Metaclass To Metaproperty(x)
Retype Metaproperty To Class(x)
Retype Metaproperty To Metaclass(x)

Table 3.2: (b) Look-up Table for Basic Changes
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Handle b
Add Type Class(x)

requiredC(b)
Add Superclass(x,yi )
Add Superclass(zi ,x)
Add Type To Class(x,ki )
Add Type To Individual(li ,x)
Add Comment(x,mi )
Add Label(x,ni )

detectedC
Add Class(x,Y,Z,K,L,M,N) where
Y = {yi }, Z = {zi }, K = {ki },
L = {li }, M = {mi }, N = {ni }

Delete Type Class(x)

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete

Delete Class(x,Y,Z,K,L,M,N)
where
Y = {yi }, Z = {zi }, K = {ki },
L = {li }, M = {mi }, N = {ni }

Add Superclass(x,y0 )

Add Superclass(x,yi )

Delete Superclass(x,y0 )

Delete Type From Class(x,y0 )

Add Type Property(x)

Superclass(x,yi )
Superclass(zi ,x)
Type From Class(x,ki )
Type From Individual(li ,x)
Comment(x,mi )
Label(x,ni )

Delete Superclass(x,yi ),
Add Superclass(x,zi )

Delete Type From Class(x,yi ),
Add Type To Class(x,zi )

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

Superproperty(x, yi )
Superproperty(zi , x)
Type To Property(x, ki )
Property Instance(x, li1 , li2 )
Comment(x, mi )
Label(x, ni )

Delete Type Property(x)

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete

Add Superproperty(x, y0 )

Add Superproperty(x, zi )

Delete Superproperty(x, y0 )

Delete Type From Property(x, y0 )

Delete Domain(x,z)
Delete Range(x,z)

Superproperty(x, yi )
Superproperty(zi , x)
Type From Property(x, ki )
Property Instance(x, li1 , li2 )
Comment(x, mi )
Label(x, ni )

(Delete Superproperty(x, yi ),
Add Superproperty(x, zi )

(Delete Type From Property(x, yi ),
Delete Type From Property(x, zi )

Add Domain(x,y)
Add Range(x,y)

Group Classes(Y,x) where
Y = {y0 } ∪ {yi }
Pull up Class(x,Y,Z),
Pull down Class(x,Y,Z),
Move Class(x,Y,Z),
Change Superclass(x,Y,Z),
Ungroup Classes(Y,x) where
Y = {y0 } ∪ {yi }, Z = {zi }
Reclassify Class Higher(x,Y,Z),
Reclassify Class Lower(x,Y,Z),
Reclassify Class(x,Y,Z) where
Y = {y0 } ∪ {yi }, Z = {zi }
Add Property(x,Y,Z,K,L,M,N)
where
Y = {yi }, Z = {zi }, K = {ki },
L = {li 1} ∪ {li 2}, M = {mi },
N = {ni }

Delete Property(x,Y,Z,K,L,M,N)
where
Y = {yi }, Z = {zi }, K = {ki },
L = {li 1} ∪ {li 2}, M = {mi },
N = {ni }

Group Properties Under(Y,x)
where
Y = {y0 } ∪ {yi }
Pull up Property(x,Y,Z),
Pull down Property(x,Y,Z),
Move Property(x,Y,Z),
Change Superproperties(x,Y,Z),
Ungroup Properties Under(Y,x)
where
Y = {y0 } ∪ {yi }, Z = {zi }
Reclassify Property Higher(x,Y,Z),
Reclassify Property Lower(x,Y,Z),
Reclassify Property(x,Y,Z) where
Y = {y0 } ∪ {yi }, Z = {zi }
Change Domain(x,y,z) ,
Generalize Domain(x,y,z)
Change Range(x,y,z),
Generalize Range(x,y,z),
Specialiaze Range(x,y,z),
Change To Datatype Property(x,y,z),
Change To Object Property(x,y,z)

Table 3.3: Look-up Table for Composite Changes
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Using the tables, the implementation of f indP otentialBasicChanges and
f indP otentialCompositeChanges is easy. When f indP otentialBasicChanges is called for a
specific low-level change t ∈ ∆i (i = 1, 2), we search the left column of Tables 3.1, 3.2 for lowlevel changes that fit the description of the low-level change under question (line 2). If such a
line is found, we search ∆ to find all the low-level changes that the middle column requires (lines
3-10). If all such changes are found, then the basic change in the right column of the respective
line is (potentially) an initially detectable change, so it is included in the result (lines 11-14).
Note that if all the changes in the middle and left column are found in ∆ (i.e., all the changes in
δ1 , δ2 ), then there will be no remaining free variables in the respective line, so the change b that is
included in the result (potC) contains no variables. At the end of the process, potC is returned,
which contains changes b for which δ1 (b) ⊆ ∆1 , δ2 (b) ⊆ ∆2 . In order to determine whether
b is initially detectable, one more check will be required (by the main algorithm), namely to
determine whether φ(b) is true. When f indP otentialCompositeChanges is called for a specific
detected basic change in basic changes, we search the left column of Table 3.3, for basic changes
that fit the description of the basic change under question (line 2). If such a line is found, we
search basic changes to find all the basic changes that the middle column requires (lines 3-10).
If all such changes are found, then the composite change in the right column of the respective
line is (potentially) a detectable change, so it is included in the result (lines 11-14). At the
end of the process, potC is returned, which contains changes c for which ∀b ∈ Σ(c) : initially
detectable. In order to determine whether c is detectable, one more check will be required (by
the main algorithm), namely to determine whether φ(c) is true.
Algorithm 2: findPotentialBasicChanges(t, ∆)
1: potC := ∅
2: for all lines in Tables 3.1, 3.2 whose left column equals t do
3:
toCheck := set of low-level changes in the middle column of Tables 3.1, 3.2
4:
flag := true
5:
for all t0 ∈ toCheck do
6:
if t0 does not appear in ∆ then
7:
flag := false
8:
break
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
if flag = true then
12:
b := the basic change in the right column of the respective line in Tables 3.1, 3.2.
13:
potC := potC ∪ {b}
14:
end if
15: end for
16: return potC

3.3

Full Detection Algorithm

The full change detection algorithm for high-level changes is shown in Algorithm 4. The first
step of the algorithm is to detect the heuristic changes, if the results of a matcher are provided.
As we have already said, the detection of heuristic changes is optional to the user, one can either
include them or exclude them from the detection process.
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Algorithm 3: findPotentialCompositeChanges(b, basic changes)
1: potC := ∅
2: for all lines in Table 3.3 whose left column equals b do
3:
toCheck := set of basic changes in the middle column of Table 3.3
4:
flag := true
5:
for all b0 ∈ toCheck do
6:
if b0 does not appear in basic changes then
7:
flag := false
8:
break
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
if flag = true then
12:
c := the composite change in the right column of the respective line in Table 3.3.
13:
potC := potC ∪ {c}
14:
end if
15: end for
16: return potC

Once we have detected the heuristic changes, we proceed with the detection of basic and
composite changes. The first step for their detection is to pick a low-level change (i.e., a triple
in ∆1 or ∆2 ). Then f indP otentialBasicChanges is called (line 4), in order to perform the
first “filtering” of the basic changes that need to be considered. The changes returned by
f indP otentialBasicChanges are not necessarily detectable or initially detectable; each of them
represents one basic change whose detection could be triggered by the existence of the low-level
change selected in line 3. Determining whether such a basic change is initially detectable or not
is done in line 6 by checking the conditions (this is done for all changes in potC, per line 5).
Once such a change is found, no further checks need to be made, as we know (per Theorem 3)
that no other initially detectable change could be associated with the low-level change under
question. For this reason, we add the change to the set of (initially) detected basic changes
basic changes, we remove from the ∆ (in line 8) all the low-level changes that were associated
with the detected change (so they are no longer relevant for future detections), and stop the
process of checking (line 9). Once we have iterated over the whole ∆, set basic changes will
contain all the initially detected basic changes.
In order to detect composite changes we proceed as follows: First, we pick a basic change
from basic changes (line 13) and call f indP otentialCompositeChanges in order to determine
the composite changes that could potentially be detected. In the following, we need to check
for which composite change in potC the conditions are true (line 16). When such a change is
encountered, we can add the change to the detected composite changes composite changes and
remove from basic changes all the basic changes contained in its Σ set(line 18), as we know (per
Theorem 3) that no other detectable change could be associated with the basic change under
question. At the end of the algorithm, the composite and remaining basic changes (the ones
that have not been subsumed) are returned. In our example, the composite change Generalize Domain(participants, Onset, Event) will be returned since the conditions for this operation
are true. The basic changes Delete Domain(participants,Onset) and Add Domain(participants,
Event) won’t be returned because they are subsumed by the aforementioned composite change.
The next theorem shows that the presented algorithm is sound and complete with respect
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Algorithm 4: Change Detection Algorithm
1: basic changes = ∅
2: composite changes = ∅
3: heuristic changes = ∅
4: if mappings 6= null then
5:
heuristic changes = findHeuristicChanges(∆,mappings)
6: end if
7: for all low-level changes t do
8:
potC := findPotentialBasicChanges(t,∆)
9:
for all b ∈ potC do
10:
if φ(b) = true then
11:
basic changes := basic changes ∪ {b}
12:
∆1 := (∆1 \ δ1 (b)), ∆2 := (∆2 \ δ2 (b))
13:
break
14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end for
17: for all basic changes b ∈ basic changes do
18:
potC := findPotentialCompositeChanges(b,basic changes)
19:
for all c ∈ potC do
20:
if φ(c) = true then
21:
composite changes := composite changes ∪ {c}
22:
basic changes := basic changes \ Σ(c)
23:
break
24:
end if
25:
end for
26: end for
27: return basic changes ∪ composite changes ∪ heuristic changes
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to L:
Theorem 14 A change c ∈ L will be returned by Algorithm 4 with input V1 , V2 iff c is detectable
between V1 , V2 .
The following theorem shows the complexity of the change detection algorithm; the result
assumes that V1 , V2 are sorted, so that some searches can be made faster:
Theorem 15 The complexity of Algorithm 4 for input V1 , V2 is O(max{N1 , N2 , N 2 , (M +N ) log N }),
where Ni is the size (in triples) of Vi (i = 1, 2), N is the size of ∆(V1 , V2 ) and M is the size of
Table mappings.
In practice, the algorithm for detecting basic and composite changes will rarely exhibit
the quadratic worst-case complexity described in Theorem 15. There are several reasons for
that. First of all, the complexity of searching through ∆ (in f indP otentialBasicChanges)
was calculated to be O(N ); for most changes, this will be O(1) on average, due to the use of
hash tables. Secondly, evaluating the conditions (line 6 for basic changes, line 16 for composite
changes) varies from constant to quadratic over Mi , depending on the type of changes in potC.
Furthermore, even though Mi may, in the worst case, be comparable to N , this will rarely be the
case; therefore, even operations that exhibit quadratic complexity over Mi , will rarely exhibit
quadratic complexity over N . The above arguments appear more emphatically for basic changes,
as the cost of evaluating the conditions of any basic change is O(1). The above observations will
be verified by the results of our experiments (Section 4).
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Chapter 4

Experimental Evaluation
4.1

Implementation

The detection algorithm has been implemented as a Java-based application offering an API
of method calls for detecting basic, composite and heuristic changes or high-level changes in
general. In order to load ontologies into main memory and manipulate them we have used
the Semantic Web Knowledge Middleware (SWKM) that provides both an Object-based Model
and a Triple-based Model for Main Memory RDF manipulation. In the triple based view a
retrieval method for all triples of the model, as well as one for all triples with some subject,
predicate and/or object are offered. In the object based view one can retrieve all the necessary
information starting at any of the objects without having to retrieve and process any triples
in between. This provides, for example, easy access to subsumption relationship information
like subClassOf, superClassOf, subPropertyOf and superPropertyOf (both direct and indirect
descendants/ancestors).
For the detection of heuristic changes that apply on URIs we have implemented a simple
matcher that compares the “neighborhood” of URIs i.e., their ingoing and outgoing links. More
specifically, for each URI that is deleted from version V1 we find mappings to URIs added to
version V2 . In order to determine how much two URIs match we use the metrics precision and
recall. If we find that two URIs match over 80% then these mappings are used to identify the
heuristic change Rename. However, mappings are not only calculated for a single URI of version
V1 to a single URI of version V2 as we also have the heuristic changes Merge and Split that require
mappings of sets of URIs. In order to determine these kind of mappings we have implemented
an incremental matching process that adds URIs to a set until a certain matching threshold is
reached. For example, in order to determine if a merge has happened we first select all URIs
of V1 that have been mapped to the same URI of V2 and order them in descending order based
on their F-measure (computed by precision and recall). Next, we recompute the F-measure for
each subset of these URIs and stop if the threshold of 70% of matching is reached. The subsets
are created as follows: We first check if the first two URIs combined reach the threshold, if not
we add the third in the row URI to the subset and recompute their combined F-measure and so
on. The process stops, if the threshold is reached or if we have created a subset of all URIs of
V1 that had initially been matched to the URI of V2 in question. The same process is used to
determine if a split has happened with the only difference being that we select URIs of V2 that
have all been mapped to the same URI of V1 .
An interesting aspect of our approach, that differentiates us from the approaches in the
literature, is that the matching process used to determine mappings of URIs of an ontology is
an external part of the detection process and hence dynamic. We can use different matching
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algorithms for different ontologies according to which provides better and more accurate results.
This is exactly what we have done with the two datasets on which we have conducted our
experiments, as we will see in the following analysis.
The evaluation of our approach is based on experiments performed on two well-established
ontologies from the cultural (CIDOC [5]) and biological (GO [8]) domains. It aims at showing
the intuitiveness and conciseness of the changes contained in L (Figures 4.1, 4.3, 4.2,4.4 and
Table 4.2) as well as verifying that the performance of the implemented algorithm conforms to
the average-case analysis of Section 2.2.3 (Table 4.3). All experiments were carried out on a
Linux machine equipped with a Pentium 4 processor running at 3.4GHz and 1.5GB of main
memory.

4.2

Cidoc Ontology

The CIDOC CRM project provides definitions and a formal structure for describing the implicit and explicit concepts and relationships used in cultural heritage documentation. CIDOC
ontology consists of nearly 80 classes and 250 properties( no instances). For our experiments,
we used the versions of CIDOC encoded in RDF, namely v3.2.1 (dated 02.2002), v3.3.2 (dated
10.2002), v3.4.9 (dated 12.2003), v4.2 (dated 06.2005) and v5.0.1 (dated 11.2009), which are
available in [5].
The detected changes apply mostly on properties and include regarding basic changes mostly
additions of comments and labels, regarding composite changes mostly additions/deletions of
properties as well as changes in their domains/ranges. Finally, regarding heuristic changes the
majority of the detected changes was the heuristic change Rename Property (see Figure 4.1). For
the detection of the heuristic changes a special-purpose matcher was developed, that exploited
CIDOC’s naming policy which attaches a unique, change preserving ID in the used names. This
way, the accuracy (precision and recall) of the matchings for CIDOC was 100%.
Every CIDOC version is accompanied by release notes describing in natural language the
differences with the previous version. A very interesting observation is that the changes detected
by our algorithm uncovered a number of typos, omissions and other mistakes in these release
notes, which were verified by one of CIDOC’s editors. The differences between the changes
described in the editor notes and those detected by our algorithm for versions v3.2.1-v3.3.2 can
be seen in Table 4.1.These findings highlight the need for automated change detection algorithms,
as they show that even the most careful manual recording process may introduce mistakes in
the description of the changes between versions.

Delete Class
Add Property
Delete Property
Rename Property
Changes in Property’s Range

Editor notes
3
54
16
24
14

Change Detection Algorithm
6
58
18
31
17

Table 4.1: Differences between editor notes and results of algorithm
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Versions

V1

V2

∆

Basic

Basic + Composite + Heuristic

CIDOC
v3.2.1 - v3.3.2

952

1081

870

834

v3.3.2 - v3.4.9

1081

1110

287

285

206 + 121 + 39 = 366
13 + 15 + 34 = 62

v3.4.9 - v4.2

1110

1254

571

538

293 + 6 + 10 = 309

v4.2 - v5.0.1

1254

3282

4700

2860

1729 + 52 + 323 = 2167

GO
v25.11.08 - v16.12.08

183430

184704

2979

2260

481 + 330 + 307 = 1118

v16.12.08 - v24.03.09

184704

188268

7296

5038

722 + 762 + 451 = 1935

v24.03.09 - v05.05.09

188268

190097

3093

2309

291 + 425 + 98 = 814

v05.05.09 - v26.05.09

190097

191417

2662

1983

233 + 371 + 149 = 753

Table 4.2: Evaluation Results

4.3

Gene Ontology

Our second case study involved the Gene Ontology (GO) [8], whose size and update rate make it
one of the largest and most representative data sets for ontology evolution. The GO project has
developed three ontologies that describe gene products in terms of their associated biological
processes, cellular components and molecular functions in a species-independent manner. GO
is composed of circa 28000 classes, that are all instances of one meta-class, and 1350 property
instances of property obsolete which is, sometimes, used by the GO editors to mark classes as
obsolete as an alternative to deleting them.
Although GO is provided in RDF/XML format the subsumption relationships between
classes are represented by user-defined properties instead of the standard subClassOf property,
so we used versions of GO released by the UniProt Consortium [2], which use RDFS semantics.
Even though GO is updated on a daily basis, UniProt releases a new version every month and
only the latest version is available for download1 . During the time of our experiments we were
able to retrieve 5 versions of GO (dated 25.11.08, 16.12.08, 24.03.09, 05.05.09 and 26.05.09).
The detected heuristic changes using the neighborhood matcher (Merge into Existing) were
very few (0.04% of the total) as shown in Figure 4.2; the string matcher, on the other hand,
detected several Change Comment and Change Label operations. The rest of the changes were
mostly additions of labels and the operation Add Superclass regarding basic changes, whereas
regarding composite changes the algorithm identified mostly additions of classes, as well as
changes in the hierarchy. In fact, 29% of the total detected changes were Add Class, 15% were
Add Label whereas 14% were the heuristic changes applied on string literals. The detected basic
changes included, among others, additions of property instances. Even though we weren’t able
to find any recent official documentation regarding the changes on GO, the changes reported by
certain studies (e.g. [28]) show that the detected operations capture the intuition of the editors.

4.4

Experimental Results

Table 4.2 shows the number of changes detected between different pairs of CIDOC and GO
versions. The columns report the compared versions, their sizes (number of triples), the number
of added/deleted triples (in ∆) and the number of changes recognized by our algorithm by
disabling or enabling the detection of composite and heuristic changes. The number of detected
basic changes is almost the same as the size of ∆, showing that deltas consisting entirely of basic
1

ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot datafiles by format/rdf/
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changes are not concise. On the other hand, the number of reported changes is significantly
reduced when composite and heuristic changes are considered. More specifically, for CIDOC
versions the reduction of the delta when detecting all types of high-level changes ranges from
45% to 78%. This reduction is highlighted in Figure 4.3 in which we can see that the most
concise high-level delta is reported for the pair of versions v3.3.2-v3.4.9. For GO ontology the
reduction of the delta when detecting all types of high-level changes ranges from 62% to 74%.
From Figure 4.4 we can see that the most concise pair of versions is the v16.12.08 - v24.03.09.
Something else that is highlighted by these Figures is that for CIDOC ontology the number of
detected basic changes is closer to the number of low-level changes than that for GO ontology.
This is due to the fact that for GO the detected basic changes are on average case of the kind
that consume more than one low-level changes as happens for example with the basic change
Add Type Class that consumes two triples.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 depict the distribution of the different types of high-level changes in the
detected high-level deltas. We can observe that for Cidoc ontology the high-level deltas consist
mostly of basic changes except for the pair v3.3.2-v3.4.9 where our algorithm detected mainly
heuristic changes. More specifically, for the pair v3.4.9-v4.2 the detected basic changes comprise
over 90% of the total detected changes caused by the large number of unmatched string literals.
In the same manner, for the pair v4.2-v5.0.1 the detected basic changes comprise over 80% of
the high-level delta as a consequence of the Definition 10 that clarifies which triples will be
consumed by the detection of a heuristic change. In this case, almost all classes and properties
have been renamed resulting in triples whose elements (subject, predicate, object) belong to
more than one mappings and cannot be consumed by any heuristic change thus they will be
reported as basic changes. For example, if we have detected the changes Rename Class(C)=C ′
and Rename Class(B)=B ′ , then a triple of the form (C ′ , subClassOf, B ′ ) won’t be consumed
by either change. (If it would be consumed, we would experience racing conditions in the
process of consumption and jeopardize the property of Non-Ambiguity) On the other hand, for
GO the high-level deltas comprise equally of basic and composite changes, with the number of
detected composite changes being slightly larger. What should be noted here is the fact that the
rates of high-level changes in a high-level delta are configurable as they depend on the defined
changes in the detection language. To be more precise, one could define composite changes that
consume the triples that lead to the detection of some basic changes and hence decrease their
number. However, in our approach we kept in mind the intuitiveness and expressiveness of our
language as we did not want to end up with artificial changes having no conceptual meaning.
This concludes that the definition of a language of high-level changes incorporates a trade-off
between the intuitiveness of the defined changes and the conciseness of the detected high-level
delta.
Table 4.3 reports the running time of the detection algorithm. The times were measured on
a Linux machine equipped with a Pentium 4 processor running at 3.4GHz and 1.5GB of main
memory. The execution times for the detection of basic changes were, in general, linear to the
input, instead of quadratic, verifying our average-case analysis in Section 2.2.3. With respect
to composite changes, the execution time reveals some interesting anomalies. For example,
comparing the results for versions v3.3.2-v3.4.9 and v3.4.9-v4.2 (for CIDOC) we see a reduction
in the running time, despite the increase of the input size (cf. Table 4.2). This is due to the
very small number of detected composite changes for the second input (see Table 4.2). Also,
when comparing the results of v16.12.08-v24.03.09 to v25.11.08-v16.12.08 (GO) we see that the
running time increases in a sub-linear fashion with respect to the input. This can be explained by
considering the types of detected composite changes, which reveals that for versions v16.12.08v24.03.09 the changes whose complexity for evaluating the conditions is quadratic are 3% of the
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Versions

∆

Basic Changes

Composite Changes

Heuristic Changes

CIDOC
v3.2.1 - v3.3.2

85.32 ms

8.78 ms

3.97 ms

8.78 ms

v3.3.2 - v3.4.9

68.06 ms

0.36 ms

0.57 ms

3.69 ms

v3.4.9 - v4.2

130.55 ms

1.55 ms

0.32 ms

5.47 ms

v4.2 - v5.0.1

411.67 ms

19.68 ms

9.35 ms

157.08 ms

v25.11.08 - v16.12.08

25.01 s

18.41 ms

29.18 ms

79.24 ms

v16.12.08 - v24.03.09

25.45 s

39.94 ms

93.93 ms

253.84 ms

v24.03.09 - v05.05.09

27.27 s

15.93 ms

28.80 ms

28.88 ms

v05.05.09 - v26.05.09

26.30 s

52.48 ms

24.63 ms

34.83 ms

GO

Table 4.3: Running Time

total, whereas for v25.11.08-v16.12.08 such changes constitute 8% of the total. The execution
times related to the detection of heuristic changes depend on the size of the table that contains
the mappings and on the size of the low-level delta as explained in Section 2.2.3. The results of
our experiments highlight this as for instance, for the pairs of versions v25.11.08-v16.12.08 and
v05.05.09-v26.05.09 we observe that the execution time decreases although the size of the lowlevel delta is approximately the same. This happens because the number of detected heuristic
changes and consequently the size of the table containing the mappings is larger for the first pair,
namely 27% of the total changes were heuristic ones, whereas for the second pair such changes
constitute 19% of the total. In the same manner, for the pairs of versions v24.03.09-v05.05.09
and v05.05.09-v26.05.09 we remark that the time needed to detect the heuristic changes increases
although the size of the low-level delta decreases. As with the previous described case, the reason
for this is the large fluctuation in the number of detected heuristic changes. More specifically,
in the first pair the heuristic changes constitute 12% of the total detected high-level changes
whereas in the second pair the constitute 19% of the total.
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Figure 4.1: Cidoc: Overview of high-level changes between versions v.3.2.1 - v.5.0.1
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Figure 4.2: Go: Overview of high-level changes between versions v.25.11.2008 - v.26.5.2009
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Figure 4.3: Cidoc: Reduction in reported changes
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Figure 4.4: GO: Reduction in reported changes
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Figure 4.5: Cidoc: Distribution of high-level changes
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Chapter 5

Related Work
5.1

Introduction

In the literature, several works can be found that deal with the problem of change detection.
These works can be divided into two categories based on the language of changes they incorporate. On the one hand are those that report low-level deltas, where a representation of changes
based on the added and deleted triples is used. For a detailed state of the art presentation please
refer to [27]. On the other hand, several approaches use high-level changes which, like in our
case, are usually distinguished in basic and composite.
The main disadvantage in existing attempts tackling the problem of evolving and changing
ontologies is the lack of adequate formalizations. In some works the changes are represented in a
uniform way that formalizes their arguments and conditions. However, a complete list with the
supported changes is missing thus only an abstract framework for defining changes is provided.
In other works only a description of the intuition of the changes is provided whereas the specific
circumstances that need to be present in order to detect them are missing. In both situations,
due to the lack of semantics for the defined changes the comparison between our approach is
plausible only on the level of intuitiveness and should involve real users. In addition to this, the
results of applying the detection algorithm cannot be reproduced by a user since she will not be
able to determine which changes are detectable and why. However, this is not the only problem
introduced by the lack of semantics. By classifying the changes into two or more levels, there
is a great risk of interference between these levels if they are not clearly specified. Moreover,
ambiguities between changes of the same level and changes of different levels have not been
studied in any work. Due to these insufficiencies in all the approaches that have been proposed
so far, the detection algorithm lacks formalization and is not proven to be sound and complete
as this would require to have defined the formal semantics of the changes and thus be able to
determine by hand what the detectable changes are.
The approach that we followed in order to define our language of high-level changes, allowed
us not only to define a set of formal properties but also prove that they hold. More specifically,
we proved that our language is able to assist a deterministic detection process and that its
changes can be applied in a way consistent to their detection. Furthermore, we proved that
our language can be used to support both ways of evolution due to its property of reversibility.
All the above notions, analyzed in chapter 2, have not been studied in any of the related work
constituting our approach novel.
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Figure 5.1: The PromptDiff table showing the differences between two versions

5.2

PromptDiff

Authors in [16, 15] present the PromptDiff ontology versioning environment which is an extension
of Protégé [9] and describe the PromptDiff algorithm on which it is based. This algorithm is
used for detecting automatically high-level changes between two versions of an ontology having
as input only the versions themselves. The result of the algorithm is a high-level delta called
PromptDiff table. An example of the table can be seen in Figure 5.1 and shows that the table
contains information not only on what resources have changed but also information on how they
have changed i.e. what high-level changes occurred.
PromptDiff algorithm consists of two parts: an extensible set of heuristic matchers and a
fixed-point algorithm that combines the matchers in order to produce the PromptDiff table.
At first, the resources that have changed must be determined by matching resources from the
first version(V1) to resources of the second version(V2). This matching is reported by a dataset
called structural diff where each resource from V1 and V2 is contained in at least one tuple. If
a matching between two resources exists, then it is reported in the diff. Otherwise, if one of the
resources does not have a match in the other version, the value null is used as its image. Once
the changed resources are discovered, they are used as input by the heuristic matchers to create
the PromptDiff table.
The heuristic matchers look at specific parts of the ontology structure such as the is-a
relationships. One matcher for example, looks for single unmatched siblings whose parents have
been found to match whereas another matcher searches for classes whose subclasses have all
been matched. Furthermore, there are matchers that look for resources that have the same
name and type. Since we are comparing versions of the same ontology it is safe to assume that
if two resources have the same type and the same or similar names in the two versions, one is
most probably the image of the other. Another category of matchers look for lexical properties
such as all unmatched subclasses of a class in V1 having the same names as the subclasses of a
class in V2 except for a constant prefix or suffix.
The heuristic matchers are combined by the PromptDiff algorithm that executes all the
matchers based on a dependency table until no more matches can be found. The dependency
table is based on the facts that the matchers can be categorized based on the different types
of resources they look for and that each matcher modifies only a small number of tuples in the
PromptDiff table.
PromptDiff algorithm is a fixed-point algorithm that incorporates heuristic matchers in order
to detect the changes that occurred between two versions thus, the whole detection process is
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heuristic-based and therefor error-prone with inconclusive and uncertain results. The above is
made clear by the evaluation of the algorithm which showed that the recall of PromptDiff is
96% and the precision is 93%. This means that 96% of the actual matches were recognized
whereas 93% of the identified matches were correct. In our case, such metrics are irrelevant
as the detection process for high-level changes is not based on heuristics. On the other hand,
the detection of heuristic based changes such as rename, split and merge is inevitably based
on heuristic mapping techniques but in our case the mapping process is distinguished from the
detection process. Consequently, any errors in the reported heuristic-based changes are due to
errors in the mapping process and not the detection process.
In [10] the complete list of the defined high-level changes is presented. The changes have
been defined using an ontology of changes depicting the hierarchical relationships between them.
However, a formal description of the changes and their semantics is missing thus making it
impossible to prove formal properties for the detection process and the language of changes.
Equally chilling is the fact that the number of defined high-level changes is very large (reportedly
120) and constantly growing, so, the lack of semantics causes problems in the understanding of
what the results and implications of each reported change are. Moreover, this limitation makes
it very hard to measure the intuitiveness of the proposed changes since the semantics of them
are unknown.

5.3

Change Detection using Version log

In [18, 19] the detection process is based on a version log that keeps track of the development life
cycle of every resource in an ontology and takes place by evaluating queries on this version log.
The detected high-level changes are stored in the evolution log. In order to define the language
of changes, the Change Definition Language (CDL) is proposed which allows for specifying the
changes in a formal and declarative manner.
The version log contains the information of all classes, properties and individuals from the
moment they are added to the ontology until they are deleted from it. These information blocks
are called concept versions and consist of the name of the resource and a set of axioms that
form its definition. A new concept version is added to the version log whenever a modification
to a resource is captured and thus all successive versions of a resource are stored in the version
log.
In order to specify change definitions the Change Definition Language is used which has its
foundations in temporal logic and makes it possible to define changes in terms of differences
between past and current versions that have been stored in the version log. In CDL a change
definition is always composed of a header that contains the name of the change and the parameters and a body that consists of an expression formed by logical operators. In Figure 5.2
the definition of change addSubClassOf is depicted that corresponds to the addition of a new
subClassOf relation between class ?a and ?o (line 1) if in the previous version this relation didn’t
exist (line 2) whereas in the current does (line 3). Using this definition of changes, their detection is implemented as temporal queries on the version log. The temporal queries intend to
find bindings for the parameters used in the body expression of the change definition. For every
set of parameter bindings found, a new entry is added to the evolution log. Each entry in the
evolution log records the parameter bindings, a reference to the identity of the change definition
and a time point indicating the moment of detection.
The described detection approach has the advantage of allowing users to define their own
change definitions based on their needs and interpretation. Moreover, they are able to choose the
abstraction level of the changes they define by choosing between basic and composite changes.
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Figure 5.2: Example of change definition using CDL
The changes are detected automatically and stored in the evolution log. Since each user can
have her own definitions the same thing applies to the evolution log as well offering a more
personalized view on the change detection process.
The approach implemented by Plessers et al. depends on the population of the version log
with all modifications, additions and deletions of every resource of the ontology. This overrules
the use of this approach in non-curated or distributed environments thus limiting the possibilities
of its use.
The novelty of this work is that it offers the users the capability of defining their own change
definitions depending on their needs rather than selecting change definition from a predefined list
of changes. Although, this offers a more personalized view of the detection process it introduces
also important limitations. The notion of a language of changes cannot be applied in this
approach since no predefined list of changes exists. Moreover, the semantics of changes have not
been studied and thus no properties can be specified for the language and the detection process.
For example, a user will not know if the changes she defines are complete or non-ambiguous thus
making it possible for her to define changes that conflict or interfere with each other.
Finally, it should be noted that an important category of changes is ignored by this work,
namely the heuristic changes. This may constitute the detection process more stable and precise
but on the other hand it limits the expression strength of the users in defining changes.

5.4

Neon Project

The Neon project [17] aims at providing comprehensive support for all activities in the ontology
engineering life-cycle. Among others, their goal is to offer a functional and usable tool to support
ontology evolution. They have worked on the problem of representing high-level changes and on
the problem of capturing them.
In order to represent the changes that occur during the development of an ontology, the
authors follow a common approach from the literature by dividing the high-level changes into
two levels: entity and composite changes. The entity changes are changes that have been applied
to one entity of the ontology whereas the composite changes are groups of changes that have
been applied together and represent a logical entity. The authors propose a generic ontology
for the representation of ontology changes that models generic operations which are expected
to be supported by any ontology language. In order to achieve this they introduce a new level
of abstraction regarding the representation of changes, that of atomic changes, to capture the
minimal atomic changes that can be applied on an ontology. Their generic ontology can then be
instantiated and further specialized to meet the needs of the underlying ontology language by
associating the atomic changes to OWL axioms for instance, or to RDF/S triples. This way they
are able to provide a common, independent model for the representation of ontology changes.
The activities of the user are monitored and the changes she applies on the ontology are
logged leading us to qualify this approach as a change capturing approach rather that a change
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detection approach. After the applied changes have been tracked down, they are then encoded
into change instances of the ontology of changes. These instances of changes are further enriched
with information regarding the time that the change occurred, the person who committed the
change and the exact sequence of operations that led to the change.
As with the previously presented works, the semantics of the defined high-level changes are
missing. Moreover, the authors don’t mention if and how they capture heuristic-based changes.
On the other hand, the algorithm used to detect changes is based on logging the activities of the
user which disallows the use of this approach in distributed environments. Finally, the algorithm
that transforms the log into instances of the ontology of changes has not been formally defined.

5.5
5.5.1

Approaches without detection process
Powl framework

In [1] the authors describe an approach to support the evolution of ontologies based on the
RDF data model and present a formalization to define a language of changes. Their work is
constricted to defining a formal way to represent changes and does not include the description
of a detection process.
To define changes, the authors use a layered representation and classify their changes into
two levels. The atomic changes constitute the lowest level and can be further categorized into
Positive atomic changes and Negative atomic changes. Similarly to our approach, the atomic
changes represent added and deleted triples of an RDF knowledge base. The application of
the atomic changes is defined as the union or intersection of the triples forming the atomic
changes with the set of triples of the knowledge base. Following, higher levels of changes, which
are called compound changes, can be defined as sequences over the level of atomic changes.
As seen in Figure 5.3, a compound change can be viewed as a tree with atomic changes at
their leafs. Since the compound changes are sequences of smaller level changes, they can be
applied consecutively to intermediate sets of triples using the same semantics of atomic changes.
The application of atomic and compound changes should confront with the requirement of
compatibility that is defined as follows: A positive atomic change is compatible with a set of
triples forming a knowledge base if the triple of the atomic change is not included in the triples
of the knowledge base. Similarly, a negative atomic change is compatible if its triple is included
in the triples of the knowledge base. The notion of compatibility may be easily generalized
to compound changes. Since the changes belonging to a compound change are ordered, every
compound change may be broken up into a corresponding sequence of atomic changes. Then,
a compound change is compatible to a set of triples if the atomic changes are sequentially
compatible to the intermediate sets of triples resulting from the application of the previous
atomic changes. The notion of compatibility is needed in order to support linear undo/redo
operations. Finally, the authors propose an ontology to represent changes and annotate them
with interesting information such as the user who made the change, the date and time, the
comments explaining the change and the effects of the change.
The authors present an approach to formally define and represent changes and formalize the
semantics of the application of them. Their approach is some what abstract in the sense that
no actual changes are defined. On the contrary, their purpose is to provide the means to define
changes and construct a language of changes. Regarding the higher level of changes, which
are the most challenging part of defining a language, their approach concentrates only on the
application of changes which is a simple set-theoretic union/intersection operation since their
high-level changes are sequences of triples.
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Figure 5.3: Visualization of changes. Black dots are atomic changes whereas triangles are
compound changes.

5.5.2

Methods and Tools for Ontology Evolution

In [23, 24], Stojanovic et al. define a framework to support the evolution of ontologies. They
propose a six-phase evolution process and identify the need of defining and representing formally
high-level changes. Since the actual detection process is missing, we will focus on the work done
regrading the classification and formalization of changes.
A change is represented by a quadruple consisting of the name of the change, its arguments
and its pre- and postconditions. The preconditions of a change comprise a set of assertions that
must be true to be able to apply the change whereas the postconditions comprise a set of assertions that must be true after applying a change. Using this representation, it is easy to assign
to each change its reverse change i.e. a change that has the opposite pre- and postconditions.
Every change can be classified into one of three categories, namely the elementary changes,
the composite changes and the complex changes as seen in Figure 5.4. The set of elementary
changes is complete with respect to the underlying ontology model and comprises of changes
that represent ontology modifications at the lowest level of complexity since they add and delete
only one resource. In order to define the composite change, Stojanovic introduced the notion of
the neighborhood of a resource, that is the set of all resources that are directly linked to it by one
link of one of the following types: (concept and property) inheritance, property domain, property range, instantiation, property instantiation. Then, the composite changes can be defined
as the changes that add/delete or modify the neighborhood of a resource. Finally, the upper
level of changes is formed by all the real-life changes that are not included in the elementary and
composite changes and is called complex changes. A change is considered complex if it can be
decomposed into any combination of at least two elementary and composite changes. As with all
the aforementioned literature, Stojanovic proposes an ontology called evolution ontology with
which she defines formally all the changes that compose her language of changes.
Stojanovic categorizes the changes into three distinct groups based on their granularity and
defines their semantics of application in order to study the impact each change has on the
evolution process of an ontology. On the other hand, she does not deal with the problem of
defining semantics for the detection of changes that should comply to those of the application.
Moreover, there have not been defined any properties regarding the language of changes nor
have the changes been studied regarding the problems that may arise when having changes of
different granularity as for example possible conflicts in definitions.
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of ontology changes

Applied on:
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Complex Changes

Entities in the
neighbourhood

Composite Changes

Elementary Changes

Single ontology
entity

Figure 5.4: Levels of abstraction of changes and their area of appliance.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work
The need for dynamic ontologies makes the automatic identification of deltas between versions
increasingly important for several reasons (storing and communication efficiency, visualization
of differences etc). Unfortunately, it is often difficult or impossible for curators or editors to
accurately record such deltas without the use of automated tools; this was also evidenced by
the mistakes found in the release notes of CIDOC. The differences that occur between different
versions of an ontology can be recorder either as low-level changes or as high-level changes. In
this thesis, we addressed the problem of the a posteriori detection of high-level changes having
as input only the versions themselves. Our approach does not require change logging nor any
kind of input by a user. Moreover, our approach is not based on heuristics, as the approximation
techniques required for the detection of heuristic changes was limited to the matching process
and did not affect our detection process.
The main contribution of this work is the proposal of a formal framework that we used for
the definition of our language of changes, where every change has well-defined semantics. This
framework allowed us to define and prove a set of necessary and desirable properties. In most
of existing approaches the definition of the language was based just on intuitive requirements
and its semantics were derived by the detection algorithm instead on the other way around.
For our language, we categorized the high-level changes into two levels, basic and composite.
The need for the detection of heuristic changes (highlighted also by our evaluation) led us to
incorporate them in our language as a special category of composite changes. Summarily, the
language that we implemented consists of 143 changes, 58 basic, 58 composite and 27 heuristic
changes. Every change in our language has a unique reverse, a result useful for capturing
both ways of evolution. The framework that we propose was used to specify the detection
and application semantics of our approach and prove that it is able to address the challenges
of a language of high-level changes. It should be noted, that we have built the detection and
definition of high-level changes on top of the low-level delta.
The detection semantics established that our language is able to assist a deterministic detection process. In this manner, we proved that our language is complete in the sense that it
captures every difference that might occur between a pair of versions and thus consume the
whole low-level delta, and non-ambiguous in the sense that the detected high-level changes partition the low-level delta into disjoint subsets. A novelty of our approach is that we managed
to incorporate the heuristic changes as an optional part of our framework but proved that the
same properties that hold for basic and composite changes also hold for them. The result of our
detection semantics is that our language will return for a given pair of input versions, exactly
one and always the same high-level delta.
Regarding the application semantics, we proved that they are consistent to our detection
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semantics and thus that a detected high-level delta can be used to retrieve one version. The
design of consistent application semantics was not a trivial task, especially for heuristic changes
as their detection is based on matchers that use similarity measures on both versions, whereas
when applying a change we only have one version at hand. Nonetheless, we managed not only
to define the specific procedure followed to apply a high-level delta but also proved that this
application is correct. More specifically, we have proved that the simultaneous application of
high-level changes leads to a correct result whereas when a delta consists only of basic and
composite changes (clean set of changes) we proved that the application is independent of order.
Moreover, we proved that clean sets of changes are composable and that we are able to cancel
their effects by applying their reverse.
The detection algorithm that we implemented was proved sound and complete with respect
to our language. The complexity of the algorithm is O(max{N1 , N2 , N 2 , (M + N ) log N }) with
respect to the size of the input versions (N1 , N2 ), the size of the low-level delta (N ) and the size of
the table that contains all mappings (M ) returned by a matcher. Our evaluation revealed that
the algorithm for detecting basic and composite changes is in practice efficient as it exhibits
on average case linear complexity. It should be noted that the algorithm we presented and
implemented is not based on heuristics, as any approximation techniques used, are needed in
order to populate the table containing the mappings and not by our algorithm. The mappings
are an external part of our algorithm and optional. If a user does not provide them as input,
we will not detect heuristic changes.
Our evaluation resulted that the language we propose is not an artificial language but rather
intuitive as its changes occur in practice. We studied the evolution of two real-world ontologies,
namely the CIDOC and Gene ontology. The first is a representative ontology for studying change
detection, as the editors accompany every version with release notes making it able for us to
measure the correctness and intuitiveness of our detected changes. It is of major importance
that the changes detected by an automatic detection algorithm are understandable by humans
and close to their perception. The second dataset (GO) is representative for studying ontology
evolution because of its size and update rate and revealed (among others) that our algorithm is
scalable.
The approach presented in this thesis is defined for ontologies using RDF/S language but can
be extended to more expressive ontology languages. However the details depend on the semantics
of the language and must be determined. For instance, if the language needs alterations in order
to capture specific changes for that underlying model, the proofs of the properties in the detection
and application semantics need to be reviewed.
As future work, we plan to conduct experiments on other datasets including datasets of
instances that will measure the expressiveness of our language and highlight the necessity for
additional changes. Moreover, we plan to conduct empirical studies involving real users to
evaluate the intuitiveness of our defined changes. In order to make the output of our tool
more user-friendly, we intent to build a visualization tool for easier and more effective change
management.
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Appendix A

Proofs
A.1

Proofs of lemmas

Lemma 1
Assuming map(A) = B and t = (s, p, o) : s ∈ B ∨ p ∈ B ∨ o ∈ B, s ∈
/ A∨p ∈
/ A∨o ∈
/ A. Then,
Rel;map(A)=B (t) 6= ∅.
Proof.
Since A ∩ B = ∅ and A 6= ∅, B 6= ∅ ⇒ ∃u0 ∈ A \ B.
Let t′ = (s′ , p′ , o′ ) and s′ = u0 if s ∈ B \ A else s′ = s. (Similarly for p′ , o′ ).
Then, if s ∈ B \ A ⇒ s′ = u0 ∈ A \ B ⇒ s′ ; s and
if s ∈
/ B \ A ⇒ s′ = s ∈
/ A \ B ⇒ s′ ; s Similarly for p′ , o′ .
′
Consequently, t ;map(A)=B t ⇒ t′ ∈ Rel;map(A)=B (t) ⇒ Rel;map(A)=B (t) 6= ∅.
Lemma 2
The proof is obvious by the definition of sets Rel∼ and Rel; and the properties that have been
for ∼ and ;.

A.2

Proofs related to the Detection Semantics

Lemma 3 : [Completeness]
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i and some i ∈ {1, 2} and
t ∈ ∆i . If there is some c ∈ L, such that c: initially detectable and t ∈ δi (c), then there is some
c′ ∈ L, c′ : detectable and t ∈ ξi (c′ ).
Proof.
If c is detectable as well, then set c′ = c. If c is not detectable, then, by the definition, c is a basic
change, and there is some composite or heuristic change that subsumes it; thus, by Definition 11,
t ∈ ξi (c′ ).
Theorem 1 : [Completeness]
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i and the set C = {c ∈
L|c : detectable}. Then, for any i ∈ {1, 2} and t ∈ ∆i , there is some c ∈ C such that t ∈ ξi (c).
Proof.
We will consider all the different triple patterns. By Lemma 3, it suffices to show that for each
such pattern there will be at least one initially detectable change with the properties stated in
the theorem:
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1. t = (x, type, y)∈ ∆1 , where x, y ∈ U and y ∈
/ {class, property, resource}. By definition,
t ∈ V2 , t ∈
/ V1 . Given that t ∈ V2 , x is either an individual, or a schema class, or
a property or a metaclass or a metaproperty(in V2 ). Let us suppose that x is an individual; then, y is a schema class, and, by the type inference and the definition of
Add Type To Individual, we conclude that for c =Add Type To Individual(x,y) it holds
that t ∈ ξ1 (c) and that c is initially detectable. Similarly, if x is a schema class, set
c =Add Type To Class(x,y) and if x is a property, set c = Add Type To Property(x,y).
Finally, if x is a meta class, set c =Add Type To Metaclass(x,y) and if x is a meta property,
set c = Add Type To Metaproperty(x,y)
2. t = (x, type, y)∈ ∆2 , where x, y ∈ U and y ∈
/ {class, property, resource}. We use the same
reasoning as above for the operations Delete Type From Individual, Delete Type From Class,
Delete Type From Property, Delete Type From Metaclass, Delete Type From Metaproperty.
3. t = (x, subClassOf, y)∈ ∆1 , where x, y ∈ U and y ∈
/ {class, property, resource}. By definition, t ∈ V2 , so x is either a class, or a metaclass, or a metaproperty in V2 . Depending on
the case, and by type inference, we can conclude that either c = Add Superclass(x,y), or
c = Add SuperMetaclass(x,y), or
c = Add SuperMetaproperty(x,y) is initially detectable and t ∈ ξ1 (c).
4. t = (x, subClassOf, y)∈ ∆2 , where x, y ∈ U and y ∈
/ {class, property, resource}. We use the
same reasoning as above for the operations Delete Superclass(x,y), Delete SuperMetaclass(x,y),
and Delete SuperMetaproperty(x,y).
5. t = (x, subPropertyOf, y)∈ ∆1 , where x, y ∈ U. By definition, t ∈ V2 , so x is a property in
V2 . By type inference, we can conclude that for c =Add Superproperty(x,y), c is initially
detectable and t ∈ ξ1 (c).
6. t = (x, subPropertyOf, y)∈ ∆2 , where x, y ∈ U. Same as above, we can conclude that for
c =Delete Superproperty(x,y), c is initially detectable and t ∈ ξ1 (c).
7. t = (x, subClassOf, resource)∈ ∆1 , where x ∈ U. By definition, t ∈ V2 , so x is a schema
class in V2 ; by type inference, (x, type, class) ∈ Cl(V2 ). Moreover, t ∈
/ V1 , so x is not a
schema class in V1 . If x does not appear at all in V1 , then if there exists a mapping that
assigns some schema class(es) of V1 to x, say map({a1 , . . . , an }) = x we have that one of
the following changes is initially detectable and t ∈ ξ1 (c):
• c = Rename Class(a1 ,x) if | {a1 , . . . , an } |= 1 ,
• c = Merge Classes({a1 , . . . , an },x) if | {a1 , . . . , an } |> 1.
If such a mapping does not exist, then, for c = Add Type Class(x), we have that c is
initially detectable and t ∈ ξ1 (c). If x appears in V1 , then it cannot be a schema class, so
it is either an individual, or a metaclass, or a metaproperty, or a property; depending on
the type of x in V1 , one of the following operations is initially detectable:
• c = Retype Individual To Class(x),
• c = Retype Metaclass To Class(x),
• c = Retype Metaproperty To Class(x),
• c = Retype Property To Class(x)
and it holds that t ∈ ξ1 (c).
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8. t = (x, subClassOf, resource)∈ ∆2 , where x ∈ U. Using similar arguments, we conclude
that x is a schema class in V1 , and, depending on whether x appears in V2 or whether a
mapping that assigns x to some schema class(es) of V2 exists, say map(x) = {b1 , . . . , bn } ,
and depending on the type of x, one of the following operations is initially detectable:
• c = Delete Type Class(x),
• c = Rename Class(x,b1 ) if | {b1 , . . . , bn } |= 1 ,
• c = Split Class(x,{b1 , . . . , bn }) if | {b1 , . . . , bn } |> 1,
• c = Retype Class To Individual(x),
• c = Retype Class To Metaclass(x),
• c = Retype Class To Metaproperty(x),
• c = Retype Class To Property(x)
and it holds that t ∈ ξ2 (c).
9. Using similar arguments as in the above two cases, we can handle all the triples of the
form (x, type, y) ∈ ∆i , (x, subClassOf, y) ∈ ∆i , where x ∈ U, y ∈ {resource, class, property},
i ∈ {1, 2}. All such triples indicate the addition or deletion of an object, the retyping of
an object, or the renaming, merging splitting of the object.
10. t = (x, domain, y)∈ ∆2 , where x ∈ U, y ∈ U ∪ {resource, class, property}. By definition,
t ∈ V2 , so x is a property in V2 . Thus, by the definition of c =Add Domain(x,y) and type
inference, we conclude that c is initially detectable and t ∈ ξ2 (c).
11. t = (x, domain, y)∈ ∆1 , where x ∈ U, y ∈ U ∪ {resource, class, property}. Same as above,
for c =Delete Domain(x,y).
12. t = (x, range, y)∈ ∆i , where x ∈ U, y ∈ U ∪ {resource, class, property, literal}, i ∈ {1, 2}.
Same as above, for c =Add Range(x,y) or c =Delete Range(x,y)
13. t = (x, comment, y)∈ ∆1 , where x ∈ U, y ∈ L. By definition, t ∈ V2 , so x is a class
in V2 ; by type inference, and the definition of Add Comment, we conclude that, for
c =Add Comment(x,y), c is initially detectable and t ∈ ξ1 (c).
14. t = (x, comment, y)∈ ∆2 , where x ∈ U, y ∈ L. Same as above for c =Delete Comment(x,y).
15. t = (x, label, y)∈ ∆i , where x ∈ U, y ∈ L, i ∈ {1, 2}. Same as in the case of comments, for
c =Add Label(x,y) or c =Delete Label(x,y) (depending on i).
16. t = (x, y, z)∈ ∆1 , where x, y, z ∈ U, y ∈
/ {subClassOf, type, domain, range, comment, label}.
By definition t ∈ V2 , so y is a property; thus, by type inference, and for c =Add Property Instance(x,z,y)
we conclude that c is initially detectable and t ∈ ξ1 (c).
17. t = (x, y, z)∈ ∆2 , where x, y, z ∈ U, y ∈
/ {subClassOf, type, domain, range, comment, label}.
Same as above, for c =Delete Property Instance(x,z,y).
Proof of Theorem 2 : [Non-ambiguity] (Sketch)
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i and two changes c1 , c2 ∈
L. Then one of the following is true:
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1. ξi (c1 ) ∩ ξi (c2 ) = ∅ for i ∈ {1, 2}
2. δi (c1 ) * ∆i or δi (c2 ) * ∆i for some i ∈ {1, 2}
3. φ(cj ) is not true for some j ∈ {1, 2}
4. cj is a basic change, ck is a composite change and cj ∈ Σ(ck ) for some j, k ∈ {1, 2}, j 6= k
5. cj is a basic or composite change, ck is a heuristic change cj ∈ Σ(ck ) for some j, k ∈ {1, 2},
j 6= k
Proof.
For most pairs of changes, condition 1 holds.
For the pairs of basic changes where condition 1 does not hold, the proof uses the validity constraints and in most cases the constraint that each URI must be of one type only. For example,
for the pair: c1 =Add Type Metaclass(a), c2 =Add Type Class(a), condition 2 holds because if
condition 2 did not hold, we would have (by the required added triples): (a, subClassOf, class)∈
∆1 , (a, subClassOf, resource)∈ ∆1 , so (a, subClassOf, class)∈ Cl(V2 ), (a, subClassOf, resource)∈
Cl(V2 ), which would imply that a is both a class and a metaclass (a contradiction, per our validity rules). Similarly, for the pair: c1 =Add Superclass(a,b), c2 =Add SuperMetaclass(a,b),
condition 3 holds because if condition 3 did not hold, we would have (by the conditions):
(a, subClassOf, class)∈ Cl(V2 ), (a, subClassOf, resource)∈ Cl(V2 ), which would imply that a is
both a class and a metaclass (a contradiction, per our validity rules).
For the pairs of composite changes where condition 1 does not hold the proof goes as above.
For example, the conditions of Pull Up Class(a,B,C) and Pull Down Class(a,B,C) are mutually
exclusive, because the former requires that all the classes in B are subclasses of the classes in
C, whereas the latter requires that all the classes in B are superclasses of the classes in C; if
both were true, we would have cycles in the class subsumption hierarchy, a contradiction by our
validity rules. Thus, in this example, condition 3 holds. Similarly, for the other cases.
For the pairs of heuristic changes where condition 1 does not hold, the mappings provided
by the mapping function are mutually exclusive by definition (see Definition 3). For instance,
for the operations Rename Class(a,b) and Merge Classes({a,c},b) we would have the mappings
map(a) = b and map({a, c}) = b respectively. However, only one of the mappings can be returned by the mapping functions since otherwise property 3 of the definition 3 would not hold
and more specifically, {a} ∩ {a, c} =
6 ∅. Hence, in this example, condition 3 holds. Similarly, for
the other cases.
Finally, let us consider the case where the changes are of different type. On the one hand
we can have pairs of changes where the one is a basic change and the other a composite
one say c1 is a basic change and c2 is a composite one. In most cases, it will be the case
that c2 subsumes c1 , so condition 4 is true. For example, set c1 =Add Type Class(a) and
c2 =Add Class(a,P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 ). For c1 , c2 condition 1 does not hold, but condition 4
does. In other cases, one of the other conditions will hold. For example, if c1 =Retype Individual
To Class(a) and c2 as above, condition 1 does not hold but condition 3 does (because c1 requires
that a is an individual in V1 , whereas c2 requires that a does not exist in V1 ). On the other
hand, we can have pairs of changes where the one is a basic or composite change and the other
a heuristic one. The most cases of such pairs will fall into the category of condition 5 where
both changes are initially detectable but only the heuristic one is detectable. For example, set
c1 =Rename Clasa(a,b) and c2 =Add Class
(a,P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 ). For c1 , c2 conditions 1,2,3 and 4 do not hold, but condition 5 does. In
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other cases, one of the other conditions will hold.
Proof of Theorem 3 : [Non-ambiguity]
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i and the set C = {c ∈
L|c : detectable}. Then, for any two changes c1 , c2 ∈ C, it holds that ξi (c1 ) ∩ ξi (c2 ) = ∅ for
i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof.
Given that c1 , c2 ∈ C, it follows by the definition of detectability that conditions 2, 3, 4 and 5
of Theorem 2 are not true; thus, condition 1 of Theorem 2 is true, i.e.: ξi (c1 ) ∩ ξi (c2 ) = ∅ for
i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof of Corollary 1 : [Deterministic Detection Process]
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i and the set C = {c ∈
L|c : detectable}. Then:
• For all c1 , c2 ∈ C it holds that ξi (c1 ) ∩ ξi (c2 ) = ∅ for i ∈ {1, 2}.
•

S

c∈C ξi (c)

= ∆i for i = 1, 2.

Proof.
S
The first claim is Theorem 3. For the second, note that
S for i = 1, 2 it holds that c∈C ξi (c) ⊆ ∆i
by Definition 10. By Theorem 1 it holds also that c∈C ξi (c) ⊇ ∆i by Theorem 1.
Proof of Corollary 4 : [Unique reverse]
Every change in L has a unique reverse.
Proof.
The proof is obvious by the definition of the changes; at the list of the changes at the end of
this document, one can see the reverse of each change.
Proof of Theorem 5
If change c−1 is the reverse of c then
ξ1 (c−1 , V1 , V2 ) = ξ2 (c, V1 , V2 ) and ξ2 (c−1 , V1 , V2 ) = ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ).
Proof.
If c, c−1 ∈ CBC ∪CX then from Definition 10 it holds that ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ) = δ1 (c) and ξ2 (c, V1 , V2 ) =
δ2 (c). It is obvious, from Definition 13 that the theorem holds.
If c, c−1 ∈ CH from Definition 10 we see that the consumed triples of a heuristic change depend
only on V1 , V2 and the mapping in φ. So, for given V1 , V2 and Definition 13 it is obvious that
the theorem holds.
Proof of Corollary 2: [Rational Language]
Language L is a rational language.
Proof.
In order for L to be rational it must be proved that it satisfies the properties of Completeness,Nonambiguity and Reversibility. The proofs are straightforward using Theorems 1, 3 and 4 respectively.
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A.3

Proofs related to the Application Semantics

Theorem 6: [Applied triples of heuristic changes]
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = S
h∆1 , ∆2 i, C = {c ∈ L|c :
detectable}
and
C
⊆
C,
C
⊆
C.
Let
A
=
hA
,
A
i,
A
=
BC
H
1
2
1
c∈CBC α1 (c, V1 ) and A2 =
S
α
(c,
V
)
Then
it
holds
that:
∀c
∈
C
:
α
(c,
V,
A)
=
ξ
(c,
V
,
1
H
i
i
1 V2 ) and i ∈ {1, 2}
c∈CBC 2
Proof.
∀c ∈ CH we have:
ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ) = {t = (s, p, o)|t ∈ ∆1 , Rel∼map(A)=B (t) ⊆ ∆1 , Rel;map(A)=B (t) ⊆ ∆2 , s ∈ B ∨ p ∈
B ∨ o ∈ B, s ∈
/ A∨p ∈
/ A∨o ∈
/ A} and
α1 (c, V1 , A) = {t ∈ α⋆1 (c, V1 ), Rel∼ (t) ∩ A1 = ∅, Rel; (t) ∩ A2 = ∅}
ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ) ⊆ α1 (c, V1 , A)
Assume t = (s, p, o) ∈ ξ1 (c, V 1, V 2) ⇒ s ∈ B ∨ p ∈ B ∨ o ∈ B, s ∈
/ A∧p ∈
/ A∧o ∈
/ A. Then
it holds that t ∈ ∆1 ⇒ t ∈ V2 , t ∈
/ V1 . Rel∼ (t) ⊆ ∆1 ⇒ Rel∼ (t) ∩ V1 = ∅, Rel∼ (t) ⊆ V2 .
Rel; (t) ⊆ ∆2 ⇒ Rel; (t) ∩ V2 = ∅, Rel; (t) ⊆ V1 . From the above and from Lemma 2 we have
that t ∈
/ V1 so, t ∈ α⋆1 (c, V1 ).
Now assume that Rel∼ (t) ∩ A1 6= ∅. Then, ∃c′ ∈ CBC : α1 (c′ , V1 ) ∩ Rel∼ (t) 6= ∅. Let
t0 ∈ α1 (c′ , V1 ) ∩ Rel∼ (t). Then, t0 ∈ ξ1 (c′ , V1 , V2 ), t0 ∈ Rel∼ (t) We have from our assumptions that t ∈ ξ1 (c, V 1, V 2). Since, t ∼ t0 ⇒ Rel∼ (t) = Rel∼ (t0 ) ⇒ t ∈ ξ1 (c, V 1, V 2) iff
t0 ∈ ξ1 (c, V 1, V 2). So, t0 ∈ ξ1 (c, V 1, V 2). From Definition 12, heuristic changes have the highest priority in the detection process, so change c′ is not detectable. Thus, our initial assumption
is unreasonable and Rel∼ (t) ∩ A1 = ∅. In the same way we can prove that Rel; (t) ∩ A2 = ∅.
So, t ∈ α1 (c, V1 , A).
α1 (c, V1 , A) ⊆ ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 )
/ V1 , s ∈ B ∨ p ∈ B ∨ o ∈ B, s ∈
/
Assume t ∈ α1 (c, V1 , A). We have, t ∈ α⋆1 (c, V1 ) ⇒ t ∈
A∧p ∈
/ A∧o ∈
/ A and Rel; (t) ⊆ V1 . Moreover, Rel∼ (t) ∩ A1 = ∅ and Rel; (t) ∩ A2 = ∅. Let
t0 ∈ Rel; (t). Since Rel; (t) ⊆ V1 ⇒ t0 ∈ V1 . Hence, t0 ; t.
Assume t0 = (s0 , p0 , o0 ). It holds that s ∈ B ∨ p ∈ B ∨ o ∈ B. Let us assume without loss of
generality that s ∈ B. Since s0 ; s ⇒ s0 ∈ A ⇒ s0 ∈
/ U(V2 ) ⇒ t0 ∈
/ V2 . So, t0 ∈ ∆2 and
Rel; (t) ⊆ ∆2 .
Now let t0 ∈ Rel∼ (t). Then, t ∼ t0 . Assume t0 = (s0 , p0 , o0 ). It holds that s ∈ B ∨p ∈ B ∨o ∈ B.
Let us assume without loss of generality that s ∈ B. Since, s ∼ s0 ⇒ (s = s0 ⇒ s0 ∈ B)∨(s, s0 ∈
B)∨(s, s0 ∈ A). The last condition cannot be true because s ∈ B . Hence, s0 ∈
/ U(V1 ) ⇒ t0 ∈
/ V1 .
Assume t0 ∈
/ V2 . Then, t0 ∈
/ ∆1 ⇒ Rel∼ (t) * ∆1 . Let t2 = (s2 , p2 , o2 ) ∈ Rel; (t) ⊆ ∆2 ⇒
t2 ∈ ∆2 . So, ∃c0 ∈ C : t2 ∈ ξ2 (c0 , V1 , V2 ). Since t2 ; t ⇒ Rel; (t2 ) = Rel∼ (t) * ∆1
⇒ t2 ∈
/ ξ2 (c, V1 , V2 ). Assuming that c0 ∈ CH ⇒ s2 ∈ B ∨ p2 ∈ B ∨ o2 ∈ B. Since c0 is a different
heuristic change, it has been detected using a different mapping namely, map(A0 ) = B0 . Let
us have s2 ∈ B0 . Since s2 ;map({A})={B} s ⇒ either s2 ∈ B, s ∈ A or s2 ∈
/ B, s ∈
/ B, s = s2 .
If the first holds, we have a contradiction because from the definition of the mapping function we have B ∩ B0 = ∅ so s2 ∈ B, s2 ∈ B0 cannot be true. For the second note that if
s ∈ B0 ⇒ s ∈
/ U(V1 ) ⇒ t ∈
/ V1 that is again a contradiction.
So, c0 ∈
/ CH ⇒ c0 ∈ CBC . However, since c0 ∈ CBC ⇒ ξ2 (c0 , V1 , V2 ) = α2 (c0 , V1 ) ⇒
t2 ∈ α2 (c0 , V1 ) ⊆ A2 and t2 ∈ Rel; (t) ⇒ Rel; (t) ∩ A2 6= ∅ which is unreasonable. So,
t0 ∈ V2 ⇒ t0 ∈ ∆1 ⇒ Rel∼ (t) ⊆ ∆1 . Also, t ∼ t ⇒ t ∈ Rel∼ (t) ⇒ t ∈ ∆1 .
So, t ∈ ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ).
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Corollary 3:
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) = h∆1 , ∆2 i, the set of changes
C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable} and the
S set A = hA1 , A2 i.
Then for all c ∈ C it holds that: c∈C αi (c, V1 , A) = ∆i for i = 1, 2
Proof.
Assume CBC ⊆ C, CX ⊆ C, CH ⊆ C as defined in Definition 5.
If c ∈ CBC ∪CX we have from Definitions 10, 16 that ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ) = δ1 (c) and ξ2 (c, V1 , V2 ) = δ2 (c)
and α1 (c, V1 , A) = δ1 (c) and α1 (c, V1 , A) = δ2 (c)
So, ξ1 (c, V1 , V2 ) = α1 (c, V1 , A) and ξ2 (c, V1 , V2 ) = α2 (c, V1 , A).
If c ∈ CH we have from Theorem 6 that αi (c, V, A) = ξi (c, V1 , V2 ) for i ∈ {1, 2}. Thus, ∀c ∈ C
it holds that αi (c, V, A) = ξi (c, VS1 , V2 ) for i ∈ {1, 2}.
From Corollary 1 we have that c∈C
S ξi (c) = ∆i .
S
From the above we conclude that c∈C ξi (c, V1 , V2 ) = c∈C αi (c, V1 , A) = ∆i .

Theorem 8 : [Correctness of application]
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 and the set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}. Then it can be shown
that C is non-conflicting and V1 • C = V2 .
Proof. S
S
Set A = i=1,...,n α1 (ci , V1 , A), B = i=1,...,n α2 (ci , V1 , A).
By Corollary 3, A = ∆1 , B = ∆2 ; thus, A ∩ B = ∆1 ∩ ∆2 = (V2 \ V1 ) ∩ (V1 \ V2 ) = ∅, so C is
non-conflicting.
Combining the above results and the related definitions:
V1 • C = (V1 \ B) ∪ A =
(V1 \ ∆2 ) ∪ ∆1 =
(V1 \ (V1 \ V2 )) ∪ (V2 \ V1 ) = V2 .

Theorem 9 : [Sequential application]
Consider an RDF/S KB V and a non-conflicting clean set of changes C = {c1 , . . . , cn }. Then,
for any permutation π over the set of indices {1, . . . , n} it holds that:
(. . . ((V • c1 ) • c2 ) • . . .) • cn = (. . . ((V • cπ(1) ) • cπ(2) ) • . . .) • cπ(n) .
Proof.
Since C is a clean set it only consists of basic and composite changes. From Definition 16 we have
that α1 (ci , V, A) = δ1 (ci ) and α2 (ci , V ) = δ2 (ci ) for i ∈ {1, 2}. Since C is also non-conflicting,
it holds that (δ1 (c1 ) ∩ δ2 (c2 )) ∪ (δ1 (c2 ) ∩ δ2 (c1 )) 6= ∅. Hence, (α1 (c1 , V, A) ∩ α2 (c2 , V, A)) ∪
(α1 (c2 , V, A) ∩ α2 (c1 , V, A)) 6= ∅.
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Take some permutation π; then:
(. . . ((V • c1 ) • c2 ) • . . .) • cn =
(. . . (((V \ α2 (c1 )) ∪ α1 (c1 )) • c2 ) • . . .) • cn =
... =
(. . . (((((V \ α2 (c1 )) ∪ α1 (c1 )) \ α2 (c2 )) ∪ α2 (c1 )) . . .) \ α2 (cn )) ∪ α1 (cn ) =
V \ (α2 (c1 ) ∪ α2 (c2 ) ∪ . . . ∪ α2 (cn )) ∪ (α1 (c1 ) ∪ α1 (c2 ) ∪ . . . ∪ α1 (cn )) =
V \ (α2 (cπ(1) ) ∪ α2 (cπ(2) ) ∪ . . . ∪ α2 (cπ(n) )) ∪ (α1 (cπ(1) ) ∪ α1 (cπ(2) ) ∪ . . . ∪ α1 (cπ(n) )) =
(. . . (((((V \ α2 (cπ(1) )) ∪ α1 (cπ(1) )) \ α2 (cπ(2) )) ∪ α2 (cπ(2) )) . . .) \ α2 (cπ(n) )) ∪ α1 (cπ(n) ) =
... =
(. . . (((V \ α2 (cπ(1) )) ∪ α1 (cπ(1) )) • cπ(2) ) • . . .) • cπ(n) =
(. . . ((V • cπ(1) ) • cπ(2) ) • . . .) • cπ(n) .
S
For the second part of the proof, note that: ci ∈C α1 (ci , V, A) = α1 (c1 , V, A)∪α1 (c2 , V, A) . . .∪
α(cn .V, A). The same holds for α2 .
The manipulations in the above sequence are only possible because of the hypothesis that C is
a clean and non-conflicting set of changes (otherwise, we wouldn’t be able, e.g., to change the
order of \, ∪).
Theorem 10
Consider two RDF/S KBs V and the clean set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}. Then, (. . . ((V • c1 ) •
c2 ) • . . .) • cn = V • C = V2 .
Proof.
The proof is obvious from Theorem 9 and Theorem 8.
Theorem 11 : [Composability]
Consider an RDF/S KB V and two clean sets of changes C1 , C2 such that C1 , C2 , C1 ∪C2 are
non-conflicting. Then: (V • C1 ) • C2 = (V • C2 ) • C1 = V • (C1 ∪ C2 ).
Proof.
This proof is trivial using Theorem 9.
Theorem 12 : [Application of reverse changes]
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 and the set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}. Set C −1 = {c−1 |c ∈ C}.
Then it can be shown that C −1 is non-conflicting and V2 • C −1 = V1 .
Proof.
−1
Suppose that C = {c1 , . . . , cn }. Then C −1 = {c−1
1 , . . . , cn }.
If ci ∈ CBC ∪ CX then from Definitions 10 and 16 we have that α1 (ci , V1 , A) = ξ1 (ci , V1 , V2 ) and
α2 (ci , V1 , A) = ξ2 (ci , V1 , V2 ). Moreover, if ci ∈ CH from Theorem 6 it holds that α1 (ci , V1 , A) =
ξ1 (ci , V1 , S
V2 ) and α2 (ci , V1 , A) = ξ2 (cS
i , V1 , V2 ).
Set A = i=1,...,n ξ1 (ci , V1 , V2 ), B = i=1,...,n ξ2 (ci , V1 , V2 ).
It is easy
Theorem 5) that
S to see (by
S
−1
B = i=1,...,n ξ1 (ci , V2 , V1 ), A = i=1,...,n ξ2 (c−1
i , V2 , V1 ).
By Corollary 3, A = ∆1 , B = ∆2 and C is non-conflicting, so A ∩ B = ∅, so C −1 is nonconflicting.
Combining the above results and the related definitions:
V2 • C −1 = (V2 \ A) ∪ B =
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(V2 \ ∆1 ) ∪ ∆2 =
(V2 \ (V2 \ V1 )) ∪ (V1 \ V2 ) = V1

A.4

Proofs related to the Algorithm

Theorem 13
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) and a composite change c : Cond(c) =
true. Then c : detectable ⇔ ∀b ∈ Σ(c) : detectable.
Proof.(Sketch)
The proof is divided in two parts. In the first part we will show that if c is detectable then all
low-level changes contained in δ1 (c), δ2 (c) can be assigned to detectable basic changes. From Definition 12 it holds that ∀c ∈ L if c : detectable then φ(c) = true and δ1 (c) ⊆ ∆1 and δ2 (c) ⊆ ∆2 .
Assume c = Add Class(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 ,P6 ) : detectable.
• δ1 (Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) ⊇ {(a, type, class) , (a, subClassOf, resource)} and
φ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) = true ⇒
δ1 (Add Type Class(a)) ⊆ ∆1 and φ(Add Type Class(a)) ⇒
Add Type Class(a) : detectable.

• δ1 (Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) ⊇ {(a, subClassOf, p), ∀p ∈ P1 } and φ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P
= true ⇒
∀p ∈ P1 : δ1 (Add Superclass(a, p)) ⊆ ∆1 and
φ(Add Superclass(a, p)) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P1 : Add Superclass(a, p) is detectable.
• δ1 (Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) ⊇ {(p, subClassOf, a), ∀p ∈ P2 } and
φ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P2 : δ1 (Add Superclass(p, a)) ⊆ ∆1 and
φ(Add Superclass(p, a)) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P2 : Add Superclass(p, a) is detectable.
• δ1 (Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) ⊇ {(a, type, p), ∀p ∈ P3 } and
φ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P3 : δ1 (Add Type To Class(a, p)) ⊆ ∆1 and
φ(Add Type To Class(a, p)) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P3 : Add Type To Class(a, p) is detectable. .
• δ1 (Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) ⊇ {(p, type, a), ∀p ∈ P4 } and
φ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P4 : δ1 (Add Type To Class(p, a)) ⊆ ∆1 and φ(Add Type To Class(p, a)) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P4 : Add Type To Class(p, a) is detectable.
• δ1 (Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) ⊇ {(a, comment, p), ∀p ∈ P5 } and
φ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P5 : δ1 (Add Comment(a, p)) ⊆ ∆1 and
φ(Add Comment(a, p)) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P5 : Add Comment(a, p)) is detectable. .
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• δ1 (Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) ⊇ {(a, label, p), ∀p ∈ P6 } and
φ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P6 : δ(Add Label(a, p)) ⊆ ∆1 and
φ(Add Label(a, p)) = true ⇒
∀p ∈ P6 : Add Label(a, p)) is detectable.

So, if Add Class(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 ,P6 ): detectable ⇒
∀b ∈ Σ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) : detectable. The second part of the proof verifies
that if the basic changes contained in Σ(c) are detectable then c is also detectable.
∀b ∈ Σ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) : detectable ⇒
∪∀b∈Σ(Add Class(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 ,P6 )) δ1 (b) ⊆ ∆1 and
∪∀b∈Σ(Add Class(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 ,P6 )) δ2 (b) ⊆ ∆2 ⇒
{(a, subClassOf, p), ∀p ∈ P1 } ⊆ ∆1 ∧
{(p, subClassOf, a), ∀p ∈ P2 } ⊆ ∆1 ∧
{(a, type, p), ∀p ∈ P3 } ⊆ ∆1 ∧
{(p, type, a), ∀p ∈ P4 } ⊆ ∆1 ∧
{(a, comment, p), ∀p ∈ P5 } ⊆ ∆1 ∧
{(a, label, p)∀p ∈ P6 } ⊆ ∆1 ,
{(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)} ⊆ ∆1 ⇒
δ1 (Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) ⊆ ∆1 ⇒
Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 ) : detectable since
φ(Add Class(a, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 )) = true from hypothesis.
In the same manner, it can be proved that Theorem 13 holds for the rest of composite
changes. The same methodology can be used to prove that the theorem holds also for all defined
heuristic changes.
Corollary
Consider two RDF/S KBs V1 , V2 , their respective ∆(V1 , V2 ) and a composite change c : detectable.
Then, ∪b∈Σ(c) δ1 (b) = δ1 (c), ∪b∈Σ(c) δ2 (b) = δ2 (c).
Proof.
From Definition 12 it holds that if c : detectable then φ(c) = true and δ1 (c) ⊆ ∆1 and δ2 (c) ⊆ ∆2 .
Moreover, from the previous theorem it holds that ∀b ∈ Σ(c) : detectable. This means that
∀b ∈ Σ(c) : φ(b) = true and δ1 (b) ⊆ ∆1 and δ2 (b) ⊆ ∆2 . Finally, if we use the opposite direction
of the equation of the previous theorem it holds that if ∀b ∈ Σ(c) : detectable then c : detectable.
So, ∪b∈Σ(c) δ1 (b) = δ1 (c) and ∪b∈Σ(c) δ2 (b) = δ2 (c)
Theorem 14
A change c ∈ L will be returned by Algorithm 4 with input V1 , V2 iff c is detectable between
V1 , V2 .
Proof.
Set C = {c ∈ L|c : detectable}, A = {c ∈ L|c was returned by Algorithm 4 }.
Consider a change c ∈ A.
If c is a heuristic change, then by f indHeuristicChanges we know that there is a mapping in
Table mappings such that δ1 (c) ⊆ ∆1 , δ2 (c) ⊆ ∆2 . Moreover, since such a mapping exists, φ(c)
is true. So, c is initially detectable and detectable, so c ∈ C.
If c is a basic change, then by f indP otentialBasicChanges we know that δ1 (c) ⊆ ∆1 , δ2 (c) ⊆ ∆2 .
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Moreover, by line 10 of the main algorithm, we also know that φ(c) is true. So c is initially
detectable. Since c is contained in the output of the algorithm we know by line 22 that it is not
a subsumed basic change of any composite change nor are its required added and deleted triples
consumed by a detectable heuristic change. So, c is detectable as well and c ∈ C.
If c is a composite change, then by f indP otentialCompositeChanges we know that ∀b ∈ Σ(c) :
detectable(b) = true. Moreover, by line 20 of the main algorithm, we also know that φ(c) is
true. So c is initially detectable. Since again c is contained in the output of the algorithm and
detectable, we know that its required added and deleted triples are not consumed by a detectable
heuristic change so c ∈ C.
We conclude that A ⊆ C.
Now consider a change c ∈ C.
Suppose initially that c is a heuristic change. Since c is detectable, Table mappings will contain a mapping for which δ1 (c) ⊆ ∆1 and δ2 (c) ⊆ ∆2 . Due to Theorem 3 and property 1 of
Definiton 3, the required added and deleted triples of this change won’t be consumed by any
other detectable heuristic change. So, algorithm f indHeuristicChanges will detect this change.
Suppose now that c is a basic change. Since c is detectable, δ1 (c) ⊆ ∆1 and δ2 (c) ⊆ ∆2 , so the
handle of c will be in ∆. Due to Theorem 3, the handle of c will not be removed from ∆ (in
line 12), because there is no other detectable change that contains the same low-level change in
its set of respective required added or deleted triples. So, the algorithm will eventually read the
handle (in the for loop of line 7) and call f indP otentialBasicChanges with this triple. Since c
is a detectable change, it will be returned by f indP otentialBasicChanges, its conditions will
be true and it won’t be contained in any composite’s change Σ set so it will also be returned by
Algorithm 4.
If, on the other hand, c is a composite change, the same argumentation holds, the only difference being that the handle of c is an initially detectable basic change that has been previously
detected. From Theorem 13 since c is detectable all subsumed basic changes of c are initially
detectable. Moreover, Theorem 3 guarantees that the handle of c will not be removed from
basic changes (in line 22), because there is no other detectable change that contains the same
basic changes in its set of subsumed basic changes. Finally, as explained above, c will be checked
for its conditions being true in line 20 and c will be detected.
Therefore, C ⊆ A and the proof is complete.
Theorem 15
The complexity of Algorithm 4 for input V1 , V2 is O(max{N1 , N2 , N 2 , (M + N ) log N }), where
Ni is the size (in triples) of Vi (i = 1, 2), N is the size of ∆(V1 , V2 ) and M is the size of Table
mappings.
Proof.
To begin with, let us calculate the cost of computing ∆(V1 , V2 ). This can be made using a
variation of the Merge algorithm, which will output the non-merged items. The Merge algorithm
takes O(N1 + N2 ) which is equal to O(max{N1 , N2 }). Note that, using the Merge algorithm,
the output (i.e., ∆) will be also sorted, a result that will be used in the following.
The first step of the algorithm is the detection of heuristic changes assuming a Table containing the mappings is provided. Let us assume that the size of Table mappings is M . An
upper bound of this size is O(max{N1 , N2 }) as we might have mappings for every URI in V1 or
V2 but every URI can be used in at most one mapping by property 1 of Definition 3. For every
mapping in the table we have to determine the type of its elements (whether they are classes,
properties, comments, labels, etc.). This takes O(1) time. The next step is to determine which
heuristic change will be potentially detected based on the size of this mapping. For example, if
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the size of the mapping is 1 to 1 and the type of its element is label then, the heuristic change
Change Label would be potentially detectable. Although the heuristic changes for all types of
elements are not included in the algorithm specification, the process and steps followed for their
detection is exactly the same. Once we have determined the potentially detectable heuristic
change we need to check if ∆ contains its required added and deleted triples. However, this
step is not necessary as by property 4.e of function map in Definition 3 all required added and
deleted triples of a heuristic change will be contained in ∆. Moreover, by Theorem 3 we know
that these triples will not be contained in the added and deleted triples of any other detectable
high-level change.
So, we can proceed with eliminating from ∆ its consumed triples. First, we calculate set
toConsume+ by selecting a triple (t) from ∆1 and searching in ∆2 for triples (t′ ) for which it
holds: t′ ; t. Every triple in ∆2 will be searched for at most 3 times through the whole detection
process: once for its subject that might participate in a mapping, once for its predicate that
might participate in a mapping and once for its object. However, not every search will find the
triple it is looking for but we only need one such search to discard triple t from adding it to
toConsume+ . In order for toConsume+ to be valid, we need to find in ∆1 all triples for which
it holds t ∼ t′ . Again, every triple in ∆1 will be searched for at most 3 times and we only need
one triple that is not found, to discard toConsume+ . So, for all mappings contained in Table
mappings we will need O(M + 3N + M + 3N ) searches and every search costs O(log N ) time.
The same time is needed to calculate set toConsume− . Once we have calculated these sets, we
need to eliminate from Delta their triples. The size of |toConsume+ | + |toConsume− | = O(N )
for all mappings contained in Table mappings so we need to search for O(N ) triples in ∆ where
each search costs O(log N ) and delete them. The deletion is of constant cost O(1). So, for
the detection of heuristic changes we will need O((M + 3N + M + 3N ) log N ) + (N log N )) =
O((M + N ) log N ).
After the detection of heuristic changes, we proceed with the detection of basic and composite
changes. The look-up table used by f indP otentialBasicChanges has a constant size, so it takes
O(1) time to search it. For each matching low-level change (left column in Tables 3.1, 3.2, one
has to make a full search of the ∆ for the required low-level changes (middle column). Since
we need to search for a constant number of low-level changes, the required time is O(N ) (in the
worst-case), using hash tables. This search will determine the potential basic changes to be put
in potC, per the right column of Tables 3.1, 3.2. Since the table is of constant size, the size of
potC returned will be O(1) as well; therefore, computing potC (line 4) takes O(N ) in total.
The same reasoning holds for the complexity of f indP otentialCompositeChanges where for
the matching basic change in the left column one has to search the detected basic changes for
the required basic changes in the middle column. The best way to do this search is to make
a sequential scan of the entire basic changes each time for the basic change patterns under
question. This costs O(N ) time again (in the worst case) since the number of detected basic changes cannot exceed the size of ∆. For each potentially detectable change in potC, we
need to determine whether its conditions are true. The time required for this depends on the
change considered. For basic changes (e.g., Delete Domain), it takes O(1) number of checks,
whereas for composite changes the cost is either O(M ) (e.g., Delete Class) or O(M 2 ) (e.g.,
Reclassify Individual Higher), where M is the number of basic changes in Σ of the respective
composite change. Note that each individual check can be done in O(1), a result which can be
achieved using sophisticated labeling algorithms, as described in [4].
Now let us consider the worst-case scenario. The for loop (line 13) iterates over the basic
changes. Let us consider the i-th iteration: for the selected change, we need O(N ) time
for line 14, plus O(1) iterations of O(Mi2 ) cost (lines 15-21), where Mi is the total size of
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subsumed
change considered. Then,
entire
P for the composite
P the total cost2 (for the
P algorithm)
2
2
2
is: O( i=1,...,N (N + Mi )). However, note that:
i=1,...,N (N + Mi ) = N +
i=1,...,N Mi ≤
P
2
2
N + ( i=1,...,N Mi ) . The sum in the last equation cannot exceed the size of ∆ by more than
a constant factor (i.e., it is O(N )). Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is O(N 2 ).
We conclude that the total cost of computing the high-level changes is O(max{N1 , N2 , N 2 , (M +
N ) log N }).
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Appendix B

Basic changes
Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

C −1

Change
Intuition
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δ1
δ2
φ

C −1

Change
Intuition
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δ1
δ2
φ

C −1

Add Type Class(a)
Add object a of type class
a = The added object
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)
∅
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
Delete Type Class(a)

Delete Type Class(a)
Delete object a of type class
a = The deleted object
∅
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
Add Type Class(a)

Add Type Metaclass(a)
Add object a of type metaclass
a = The added object
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, class)
∅
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
Delete Type Metaclass(a)

Delete Type Metaclass(a)
Delete object a of type metaclass
a = The deleted object
∅
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, class)
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
Add Type Metaclass(a)

Add Type Metaproperty(a)
Add object a of type metaproperty
a = The added object
(a, type, class),
(a, subClassOf, property)
∅

Delete Type Metaproperty(a)
Delete object a of type metaproperty
a = The deleted object
∅

(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
Delete Type Metaproperty(a)

(a, type, class),
(a, subClassOf, property)
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
Add Type Metaproperty(a)
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C −1

Change
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δ1
δ2
φ

C −1
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Intuition
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δ1
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C −1

Add Type Property(a)
Add object a of type property
a = The added object
(a, type, property)
∅
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
Delete Type Property(a)

Delete Type Property(a)
Delete object a of type property
a = The deleted object
∅
(a, type, property)
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/
Cl(V 2)
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
Add Type Property(a)

Add Type Individual(a)
Add object a of type individual
a = The added object
(a, type, resource)
∅
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
Delete Type Individual(a)

Delete Type Individual(a)
Delete object a of type individual
a = The deleted object
∅
(a, type, resource)
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
Add Type Individual(a)

Add Superclass(a,b)
Parent b of class a is added
a = The class
b = The new parent
(a, subClassOf, b)
∅
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
b 6= resource
Delete Superclass(a,b)

Delete Superclass(a,b)
Parent b of class a is deleted
a = The class
b = The old parent
∅
(a, subClassOf, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
b 6= resource
Add Superclass(a,b)

Add SuperMetaclass(a,b)
Parent b of metaclass a is added
a = The metaclass
b = The new parent
(a, subClassOf, b)
∅
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
b 6= class
Delete SuperMetaclass(a,b)

Delete SuperMetaclass(a,b)
Parent b of metaclass a is deleted
a = The metaclass
b = The old parent
∅
(a, subClassOf, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
b 6= class
Add SuperMetaclass(a,b)

Add SuperMetaproperty(a,b)
Parent b of metaproperty a is added
a = The metaproperty
b = The new parent
(a, subClassOf, b)
∅
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
b 6= property
Delete SuperMetaproperty(a,b)

Delete SuperMetaproperty(a,b)
Parent b of metaproperty a is deleted
a = The metaproperty
b = The old parent
∅
(a, subClassOf, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
b 6= property
Add SuperMetaproperty(a,b)
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Add Superproperty(a,b)
Parent b of property a is added
a = The metaproperty
b = The new parent
(a, subPropertyOf, b)
∅
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)
Delete SuperProperty(a,b)

Delete Superproperty(a,b)
Parent b of property a is deleted
a = The metaproperty
b = The old parent
∅
(a, subPropertyOf , b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)
Add SuperProperty(a,b)

Add Type To Class(a,b)
Type b of class a is added
a = The class
b = The new type
(a, type, b)
∅
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
b 6= class
Delete Type From Class(a,b)

Delete Type From Class(a,b)
Type b of class a is deleted
a = The class
b = The old type
∅
(a, type, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
b 6= class
Add Type To Class(a,b)

Add Type To Metaclass(a,b)
Type b of metaclass a is added
a = The metaclass
b = The new type
(a, type, b)
∅
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
b 6= class
Delete Type From Metaclass(a,b)

Delete Type From Metaclass(a,b)
Type b of metaclass a is deleted
a = The metaclass
b = The old type
∅
(a, type, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
b 6= class
Add Type To Metaclass(a,b)
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C −1
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C −1

Add Type To Metaproperty(a,b)
Type b of metaproperty a is added
a = The metaproperty
b = The new type
(a, type, b)
∅
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
b 6= class
Delete Type From Metaproperty(a,b)

Delete Type From Metaproperty(a,b)
Type b of metaproperty a is deleted
a = The metaproperty
b = The old type
∅
(a, type, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
b 6= class
Add Type To Metaproperty(a,b)

Add Type To Property(a,b)
Add a new type to property a
a = The property to which a new type
is added
b = The new type of property a
(a, type, b)
∅
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
b 6= property
Delete Type From Property(a,b)

Delete Type From Property(a,b)
Delete an old type of property a
a = The property from which an old
type is deleted
b = The deleted type of property a
∅
(a, type, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
b 6= property
Add Type To Property(a,b)

Add Type To Individual(a,b)
Add a new type to individual a
a = The individual to which a new type
is added
b = The new type of individual a
(a, type, b)
∅
(a, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
b 6= resource
Delete Type From Individual(a,b)

Delete Type From Individual(a,b)
Delete an old type of individual a
a = The individual from which an old
type is deleted
b = The deleted type of individual a
∅
(a, type, b)
(a, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
b 6= resource
Add Type To Individual(a,b)

Add Comment(a,b)
Comment b of object a is added
a = The object
b = The new comment
(a, comment, b)
∅
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2))
∨
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class)
∈
Cl(V 2))
∨
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)) ∨
((a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2))
∨ ((a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2))
Delete Comment(a,b)

Delete Comment(a,b)
Comment b of object a is deleted
a = The object
b = The old comment
∅
(a, comment, b)
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1))
∨
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class)
∈
Cl(V 1))
∨
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)) ∨
((a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1))
∨ ((a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1))
Add Comment(a,b)

Add Label(a,b)
Label b of object a is added
a = The object
b = The new comment
(a, label, b)
∅
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2))
∨
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class)
∈
Cl(V 2))
∨
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)) ∨
((a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2))
∨ ((a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2))
Delete Label(a,b)

Delete Label(a,b)
Label b of object a is deleted
a = The object
b = The old comment
∅
(a, label, b)
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1))
∨
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class)
∈
Cl(V 1))
∨
((a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)) ∨
((a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1))
∨ ((a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1))
Add Label(a,b)
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Add Property Instance(a1 ,a2 ,b)
Add property instance of property b
a1 = The domain
a2 = The range
b = The predicate of the property
(a1 , b, a2 )
∅
(b, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
b 6= subClassOf∧
b 6= subPropertyOf∧
b 6= type∧
b 6= comment∧
b 6= label∧
b 6= domain∧
b 6= range
Delete Property Instance(a1 ,a2 ,b)

Delete Property Instance(a1 ,a2 ,b)
a1 = The domain
a2 = The range
b = The predicate of the property
∅
(a1 , b, a2 )
(b, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1) b
subClassOf∧
b 6= subPropertyOf ∧
b 6= type∧
b 6= comment∧
b 6= label∧
b 6= domain∧
b 6= range
Add Property Instance(a1 ,a2 ,b)

Add Domain(a,b)
Domain b of property a is added
a = The property
b = The domain
(a, domain, b)
∅
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)
Delete Domain(a,b)

Delete Domain(a,b)
Domain b of property a is deleted
a = The property
b = The domain
∅
(a, domain, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)
Add Domain(a,b)

Add Range(a,b)
Range b of property a is added
a = The property
b = The range
(a, range, b)
∅
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)
Delete Range(a,b)

Delete Range(a,b)
Range b of property a is deleted
a = The property
b = The range
∅
(a, range, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)
Add Range(a,b)
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Regarding retyping
Change
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Retype Class To Metaclass(a)
Retype class a to a metaclass
a = The class
(a, subClassOf, class)
(a, subClassOf, resource)
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
Retype Metaclass To Class(a)

Retype Metaclass To Class(a)
Retype metaclass a to a class
a = The metaclass
(a, subClassOf, resource)
(a, subClassOf, class)
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)
Retype Class To Metaclass(a)

Retype Class To Metaproperty(a)
Retype class a to a metaproperty
a = The class
(a, subClassOf, property)
(a, subClassOf, resource)
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)
Retype Metaproperty To Class(a)

Retype Metaproperty To Class(a)
Retype metaproperty a to a class
a = The metaproperty
(a, subClassOf, resource)
(a, subClassOf, property)
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)
Retype Class To Metaproperty(a)

Retype Class To Individual(a)
Retype class a to an individual
a = The class
(a, type, resource)
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)
–
Retype Individual To Class(a)

Retype Individual To Class(a)
Retype individual a to a class
a = The individual
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)
(a, type, resource)
–
Retype Class To Individual(a)
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Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

Retype Class To Property(a)
Retype class a to a property
a = The class
(a, type, property)
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)
–
Retype Property To Class(a)

Retype Property To Class(a)
Retype property a to a class
a = The property
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)
(a, type, property)
–
Retype Class To Property(a)

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1

Retype Property To Metaproperty(a)
Retype property a to a metaproperty
a = The retyped object
(a, type, class),
(a, subClassOf, property)
(a, type, property)

Retype Metaproperty To Property(a)
Retype metaproperty a to a property

δ2
φ
C −1

–
Retype Metaproperty To Property(a)

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

Retype Property To Metaclass(a)
Retype property a to a metaclass
a = The retyped object
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, class)
(a, type, property)
–
Retype Metaclass To Property(a)

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

Retype Property To Individual(a)
Retype property a to an individual
a = The retyped object
(a, type, resource)
(a, type, property)
–
Retype Individual To Property(a)

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

Retype Individual To Metaproperty(a)
Retype individual a to a metaproperty
a = The retyped object
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, property)
(a, type, resource)
–
Retype Metaproperty To Individual(a)

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

Retype Individual To Metaclass(a)
Retype individual a to a metaclass
a = The retyped object
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, class)
(a, type, resource)
–
Retype Metaclass To Individual(a)

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Retype Metaproperty To Metaclass(a)
Retype metaproperty a to a metaclass
a = The metaproperty
(a, subClassOf, class)
(a, subClassOf, property)
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)
Retype Metaclass To Metaproperty(a)

C −1

(a, type, property)
(a, type, class),
(a, subClassOf, property)
–
Retype Property To Metaproperty(a)

Retype Metaclass To Property(a)
Retype metaclass a to a property
(a, type, property)
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, class)
–
Retype Property To Metaclass(a)

Retype Individual To Property(a)
Retype individual a to a property
(a, type, property)
(a, type, resource)
–
Retype Property To Individual(a)

Retype Metaproperty To Individual(a)
Retype metaproperty a to an individual
(a, type, resource)
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, property)
–
Retype Individual To Metaproperty(a)

Retype Metaclass To Individual(a)
Retype metaclass a to an individual
(a, type, resource)
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, class)
–
Retype Individual To Metaclass(a)

Retype Metaclass To Metaproperty(a)
Retype metaclass a to a metaproperty
a = The metaclass
(a, subClassOf, property)
(a, subClassOf, class)
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)
Retype Metaproperty To Metaclass(a)
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Appendix C

Composite Changes
Please note that in the conditions of each composite change, when a URI is asked to exist in
both versions, if a mapping is provided, we also have to add to the conditions the check that
the URI may exist in both versions, but with different names. Hence, for every URI a in the
conditions for which we ask
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧ (a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧ (a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)
we must also add the check: ∃a′ ∈ U(V2 ) : map(a) = a′ .
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Change
Intuition
Arguments

δ1

δ2

φ

Add Class(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 ,P6 )
Add class a with its neighborhood links
P1 = set of new parent classes of a,
P2 = set of classes that have as parent a,
P3 = set of new metaclasses of a,
P4 = set of new individuals that are type of a,
P5 = set of new comments of a,
P6 = set of new labels of a
∀p ∈ P1 : (a, subClassOf, p),
∀p ∈ P2 : (p, subClassOf, a),
∀p ∈ P3 : (a, type, p),
∀p ∈ P4 : (a, type, p),
∀p ∈ P5 : (a, comment, p),
∀p ∈ P6 : (a, label, p),
(a, type, class),
(a, subClassOf, resource)
∅

(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
∀p ∈ P2 :
(p, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
∀p ∈ P4 : (p, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)

Delete Class(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 ,P6 )
Delete class a with its neighborhood links
P1 = set of old parent classes of a,
P2 = set of classes that had as parent a,
P3 = set of old metaclasses of a,
P4 = set of individuals that were type of a,
P5 = set of old comments of a,
P6 = set of old labels of a
∅

∀p ∈ P1 : (a, subClassOf, p),
∀p ∈ P2 : (p, subClassOf, a),
∀p ∈ P3 : (a, type, p),
∀p ∈ P4 : (a, type, p),
∀p ∈ P5 : (a, comment, p),
∀p ∈ P6 : (a, label, p),
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
∀p ∈ P2 :
(p, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀p ∈ P4 : (p, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)

Subsumed
Basic changes

Add Type Class(a),
Delete Type Class(a),
∀p ∈ P1 : Add Superclass(a,p),
∀p ∈ P1 : Delete Superclass(a,p),
∀p ∈ P2 : Add Superclass(p,a),
∀p ∈ P2 : Delete Superclass(p,a),
∀p ∈ P3 : Add Type To Class(a,p),
∀p ∈ P3 : Delete Type From Class(a,p),
∀p ∈ P4 : Add Type To Class(p,a),
∀p ∈ P4 : Delete Type From Class(p,a),
∀p ∈ P5 : Add Comment(a,p),
∀p ∈ P5 : Delete Comment(a,p),
∀p ∈ P6 : Add Label(a,p)
∀p ∈ P6 : Delete Label(a,p)
C −1
Delete Class(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 ,P6 )
Add Class(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 ,P6 )
The changes Add Metaclass and Add Metaproperty are defined similarly with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class) and
(a, subClassOf, property) being in δ1 respectively instead of (a, subClassOf, resource). The changes Delete Metaclass and
Delete Metaproperty are defined similarly with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property) being in
δ2 respectively instead of (a, subClassOf, resource)
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Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Group Classes(A,b)
Group classes in A under b
A = set of classes that have as new parent b,
b = new parent class b
∀a ∈ A : (a, subClassOf, b)
∅
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(b, type, class)∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(b, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(b, type, class)∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(b, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀a ∈ A, ∀x : (a, subClassOf, x) ∈ Cl(V 1) ⇒
(a, subClassOf, x) ∈ Cl(V 2))∧
∀a ∈ A : (a, subClassOf, b) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
∀a ∈ A : Add Superclass(a,b)

Ungroup Classes(A,b)
Ungroup classes in A
A = set of classes that had as parent b,
b = old parent class b
∀a ∈ A : (a, subClassOf, b)
∀a ∈ A : Delete Superclass(a,b)
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(b, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(b, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(b, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(b, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀a ∈ A, ∀x : (a, subClassOf, x) ∈ Cl(V 1) ⇒
(a, subClassOf, x) ∈ Cl(V 2))∧
∀a ∈ A : (a, subClassOf, b) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
∀a ∈ A : Delete Superclass(a,b)

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1
Ungroup Classes(A,b)
Group Classes(A,b)
The changes Group Metalasses and Group Metaproperties are defined similarily with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class),
(b, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property),
(a, subClassOf, resource) and (b, subClassOf, resource).

(b, subClassOf, property) holding for φ respectively instead of
The changes Ungroup Metalasses and Ungroup Metaproperties

are defined similarily with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class), (b, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property),
(b, subClassOf, property) holding for φ respectively instead of (a, subClassOf, resource) and (b, subClassOf, resource).

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Pull up Class(a,B,C)
Move class a to a higher position in the subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old parents of a,
C = set of new parents of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, subClassOf, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, subClassOf, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B : (b, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(b, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀c ∈ C : (c, type, class) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(c, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 1) ∧
(b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅

Pull down Class(a,B,C)
Move a class to a lower position in the subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old parents of a,
C = set of new parents of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, subClassOf, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, subClassOf, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 1) ∧
(c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅

Subsumed
∀c ∈ C : Add Superclass(a,c),
∀c ∈ C : Add Superclass(a,c),
Basic changes
∀b ∈ B : Delete Superclass(a,b)
∀b ∈ B : Delete Superclass(a,b)
C −1
Pull down Class(a,C,B)
Pull up Class(a,C,B)
The changes Pull up Metaclass and Pull up Metaproperty are defined similarly with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class),
(b, subClassOf, class), (c, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property), (b, subClassOf, property), (c, subClassOf, property)
holding for φ respectively instead of (a, subClassOf, resource), (b, subClassOf, resource), (c, subClassOf, resource).

The

changes Pull down Metaclass and Pull down Metaproperty are defined similarly with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class),
(b, subClassOf, class), (c, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property), (b, subClassOf, property), (c, subClassOf, property)
holding for φ respectively instead of (a, subClassOf, resource), (b, subClassOf, resource), (c, subClassOf, resource)

81

Change
Intuition

Move Class(a,B,C)
Change Superclasses(a,B,C)
Move a class to a different subsumption hier- Change the parents of class a
archy
Arguments
B = set of old parents of a,
B = set of old parents of a,
C = set of new parents of a
C = set of new parents of a
δ1
∀c ∈ C : (a, subClassOf, c)
∀c ∈ C : (a, subClassOf, c)
δ2
∀b ∈ B : (a, subClassOf, b)
∀b ∈ B : (a, subClassOf, b)
φ
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (c, subClassOf, b) ∈
/ Cl(V 1) ∧ (¬Cond(Pull up Class(a,B,C) ∧
(c, subClassOf, b) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
¬Cond(Pull down Class(a,B,C) ∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (b, subClassOf, c) ∈
/ Cl(V 1) ∧ ¬Cond(Move Class(a,B,C)) ∧
(b, subClassOf, c) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
C 6= ∅
Subsumed
∀c ∈ C : Add Superclass(a,c),
∀c ∈ C : Add Superclass(a,c),
Basic changes
∀b ∈ B : Delete Superclass(a,b)
∀b ∈ B : Delete Superclass(a,b)
C −1
Move Class(a,C,B)
Change Superclasses(a,C,B)
The changes Move Metaclass and Move Metaproperty are defined similarly with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class),
(b, subClassOf, class), (c, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property), (b, subClassOf, property), (c, subClassOf, property)
holding for φ respectively instead of (a, subClassOf, resource), (b, subClassOf, resource), (c, subClassOf, resource).The changes
Change SuperMetaclass and Change SuperMetaproperties are defined similarly with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class),
(b, subClassOf, class), (c, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property), (b, subClassOf, property), (c, subClassOf, property)
holding for φ respectively instead of (a, subClassOf, resource), (b, subClassOf, resource), (c, subClassOf, resource).

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Reclassify Class Higher(a,B,C)
Reclassify a class to a higher position in the
subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old types of a,
C = set of new types of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, type, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, type, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 1) ∧
(b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅

Reclassify Class lower(a,B,C)
Reclassify a class to a lower position in the
subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old types of of a,
C = set of new types of of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, type, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, type, b)
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 1) ∧
(c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅

Subsumed
∀c ∈ C : Add Type To Class(a,c),
∀c ∈ C : Add Type To Class(a,c),
Basic changes
∀b ∈ B : Delete Type From Class(a,b)
∀b ∈ B : Delete Type From Class(a,b)
C −1
Reclassify Class lower(a,C,B)
Reclassify Class higher(a,C,B)
The changes Reclassify Metaclass Higher and Reclassify Metaproperty Higher are defined similarily with the exception
of (a, subClassOf, class), (b, subClassOf, class), (c, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property), (b, subClassOf, property),
(c, subClassOf, property)

holding

for

φ

respectively

instead

of

(a, subClassOf, resource),

(b, subClassOf, resource),

(c, subClassOf, resource). The changes Reclassify Metaclass Lower and Reclassify Metaproperty Lower are defined similarily with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class), (b, subClassOf, class), (c, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property),
(b, subClassOf, property),

(c, subClassOf, property)

holding

for

(b, subClassOf, resource), (c, subClassOf, resource)
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φ

respectively

instead

of

(a, subClassOf, resource),

Change
Intuition
Arguments

Reclassify Class(a,B,C)
Reclassify a class
B = set of old types of of a,
C = set of new types of of a
δ1
∀c ∈ C : (a, type, c)
δ2
∀b ∈ B : (a, type, b)
φ
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(¬Cond(Reclassify Class higher(a,B,C) ∧
¬Cond(Reclassify Class lower(a,B,C)) ∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
Subsumed
∀c ∈ C : Add Type To Class(a,c),
Basic changes
∀b ∈ B : Delete Type From Class(a,b)
C −1
Reclassify Class(a,C,B)
The changes Reclassify Metaclass and Reclassify Metaproperty

are

defined

similarly

with

the

exception

of

(a, subClassOf, class), (b, subClassOf, class), (c, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property), (b, subClassOf, property),
(c, subClassOf, property)

holding

for

φ

respectively

instead

(c, subClassOf, resource).
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of

(a, subClassOf, resource),

(b, subClassOf, resource),

Change
Intuition
Arguments

δ1

δ2

φ

Subsumed
Basic changes

C −1
Change
Intuition
Arguments

δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1

Add Property(a,P1,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,p5 ,p6 ,P7 ,P8 )
Add property a with its neighborhood links
P1 = set of new parent properties of a,
P2 = set of properties that have as parent a,
P3 = set of new metaproperties of a,
P4 = set of new property instances of a,
p5 = the new domain of a,
p6 = the new range of a,
P7 = set of new comments of a,
P8 = set of new labels of a
∀p ∈ P1 : (a, subPropertyOf , p),
∀p ∈ P2 : (p, subPropertyOf , a),
∀p ∈ P3 : (a, type, p),
∀p1 , p2 ∈ P4 : (p1 , a, p2 ),
(a, domain, p5 ),
(a, range, p6 ),
∀p ∈ P7 : (a, comment, p),
∀p ∈ P8 : (a, label, p),
(a, type, property)
∅

(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
∀p ∈ P2 : (p, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
∀p1 , p2 ∈ P4 : (p1 , a, p2 ) ∈ V 1
Add Type Property(a),
∀p ∈ P1 : Add Superproperty(a,p),
∀p ∈ P2 :Add Superproperty(p,a),
∀p ∈ P3 : Add Type To Property(a,p),
∀p1 , p2
∈
P4 :
Add Property Instance(p1 ,p2 ,a),
Add Domain(a,p5 ),
Add Range(a,p6 ),
∀p ∈ P7 : Add Comment(a,p),
∀p ∈ P8 : Add Label(a,p)
Delete Property(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,p5 ,p6 ,P7 ,P8 )

Delete Property(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,p5 ,p6 ,P7 ,P8 )
Delete property a with its neighborhood links
P1 = set of old parent classes of a,
P2 = set of classes that had as parent a,
P3 = set of old metaproperties of a,
P4 = set of old property instances of a,
p5 = the old domain of a,
p6 = the old range of a,
P7 = set of old comments of a,
P8 = set of old labels of a
∅

∀p ∈ P1 : (a, subPropertyOf , p),
∀p ∈ P2 : (p, subPropertyOf , a),
∀p ∈ P3 : (a, type, p),
∀p1 , p2 ∈ P4 : (p1 , a, p2 ),
∀p ∈ P7 : (a, comment, p),
∀p ∈ P8 : (a, label, p),
(a, domain, p5 ),
(a, range, p6 ),
(a, type, property)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧ (a, subClassOf, class)
∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
Delete Type Property(a),
∀p ∈ P1 : Delete Superproperty(a,p),
∀p ∈ P2 : Delete Superproperty(p,a),
∀p ∈ P3 : Delete Type From Property(a,p),
∀p1 , p2 ∈ P4 :Delete Property Instance(p1 ,p2 ,a),
Delete Domain(a,p5 ),
Delete Range(a,p6 ),
∀p ∈ P7 : Delete Comment(a,p),
∀p ∈ P8 : Delete Label(a,p)
Add Property(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,p5 ,p6 ,P7 ,P8 )

Group Properties Under(A,b)
Group properties in A under b
A = set of properties that have as new parent
b,
b = new parent property b
∀a ∈ A : (a, subPropertyOf , b)
∅
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(b, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(b, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
, ∀a ∈ A, ∀x : (a, subPropertyOf , x) ∈ Cl(V 1)
⇒ (a, subPropertyOf , x) ∈ Cl(V 2))∧
∀a ∈ A : (a, subPropertyOf , b) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
∀a ∈ A : Add Superproperty(a,b)

∅
∀a ∈ A : (a, subPropertyOf , b)
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(b, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(b, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
, ∀a ∈ A, ∀x : (a, subPropertyOf , x) ∈ Cl(V 1)
⇒ (a, subPropertyOf , x) ∈ Cl(V 2))∧
∀a ∈ A : (a, subPropertyOf , b) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
∀a ∈ A : Delete Superproperty(a,b)

Ungroup Properties Under(A,b)

Group Properties UnderA,b)
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Ungroup Properties Under(A,b)
Ungroup properties in A under b
A = set of properties that had as parent b,
b = the old parent property b

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1

Pull up Property(a,B,C)
Move property a to a higher position in the
subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old parents of a,
C = set of new parents of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, subPropertyOf , c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, subPropertyOf , b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (b, subPropertyOf, c) ∈
Cl(V 1) ∧ (b, subPropertyOf , c) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Superproperty(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Superproperty(a,b)
Pull down Property(a,C,B)

Pull down Property(a,B,C)
Move property a to a lower position in the subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old parents of a,
C = set of new parents of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, subPropertyOf , c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, subPropertyOf , b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (c, subPropertyOf , b) ∈
Cl(V 1) ∧ (c, subPropertyOf , b) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Superproperty(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Superproperty(a,b)
Pull up Property(a,C,B)

Move Property(a,B,C)
Move property a to a different subsumption
hierarchy
B = set of old parents of a,
C = set of new parents of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, subClassOf, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, subClassOf, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (c, subPropertyOf , b) ∈
/
Cl(V 1) ∧ (c, subPropertyOf , b) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (b, subPropertyOf, c) ∈
/
Cl(V 1) ∧ (b, subPropertyOf , c) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Superproperty(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Superproperty(a,b)
Move Property(a,C,B)

Change Superproperties(a,B,C)
Change the parents of property a

Reclassify Property higher(a,B,C)
Reclassify property a to a higher position in
the subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old types of a,
C = set of new types of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, type, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, type, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (b, subPropertyOf, c) ∈
Cl(V 1) ∧ (b, subPropertyOf , c) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Type To Property(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Type From Property(a,b)
Reclassify Property lower(a,C,B)
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B = set of old parents of a,
C = set of new parents of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, subClassOf, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, subClassOf, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(¬Cond(Pull up Property(a,B,C) ∧
¬Cond(Pull down Property(a,B,C) ∧
¬Cond(Move Property(a,B,C)) ∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Superproperty(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Superproperty(a,b)
Change Superproperties(a,C,B)

Reclassify Property lower(a,B,C)
Reclassify property a to a lower position in the
subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old types of of a,
C = set of new types of of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, type, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, type, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (c, subPropertyOf , b) ∈
Cl(V 1) ∧ (c, subPropertyOf , b) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Type To Property(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Type From Property(a,b)
Reclassify Property higher(a,C,B)

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1
Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1
Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1
Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1

Reclassify Property(a,B,C)
Reclassify property a
B = set of old types of of a,
C = set of new types of of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, type, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, type, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(¬Cond(Reclassify Property higher(a,B,C) ∧
¬Cond(Reclassify Property lower(a,B,C)) ∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Type To Property(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Type From Property(a,b)
Reclassify Property(a,C,B)
Change To Datatype Property(a,b,c)
Change the range of property a to a datatype
b = old range of a,
c = new range of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, range, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, range, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, range, b) ∈ V 1∧
(b, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(b, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, range, c) ∈ V 2∧
(c, type, rdf s : Literal) ∈ V 2
∀c ∈ C : Add Range(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Range(a,b)
Change To Object Property(a,c,b)

Change To Object Property(a,b,c)
Change the range of property a to an object
b = old range of a,
c = new range of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, range, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, range, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, range, b) ∈ V 1∧
(c, type, class)
∈
Cl(V 1)∧
(c, subClassOf, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, range, c) ∈ V 2∧
(b, type, rdf s : Literal) ∈ V 2
∀c ∈ C : Add Range(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Range(a,b)
Change To Datatype Property(a,c,b)

Specialize Range(a,b,c)
Change the range of property a to a subClass
of it
b = old range of a,
c = new range of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, range, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, range, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, range, b) ∈ V 1∧
(a, range, c) ∈ V 2∧
(c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 2)
∀c ∈ C : Add Range(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Range(a,b)
Generalize Range(a,c,b)

Generalize Range(a,b,c)
Change the range of property a to a superClass
of it
b = old range of a,
c = new range of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, range, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, range, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, range, b) ∈ V 1∧
(a, range, c) ∈ V 2∧
(b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 2)
∀c ∈ C : Add Range(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Range(a,b)
Specialize Range(a,c,b)

Change Range(a,b,c)
Change the range of property a.
b = old range of a,
c = new range of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, range, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, range, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, range, b) ∈ V 1∧
(a, range, c) ∈ V 2∧
¬Cond(Change To Datatype Property(a,b,c))∧
¬Cond(Change To Object Property(a,b,c))∧
¬Cond(Specialize Range(a,b,c))∧
¬Cond(Generalize Range(a,b,c))
∀c ∈ C : Add Range(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Range(a,b)
Change Range(a,c,b)
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Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1

Change
Intuition
Arguments

δ1

δ2

φ

Subsumed
Basic changes

C −1

Specialize Domain(a,b,c)
Change the domain of property a to a subClass
of it
b = old domain of a,
c = new domain of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, domain, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, domain, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, domain, b) ∈ V 1∧
(a, domain, c) ∈ V 2∧
(c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 2)
∀c ∈ C : Add Domain(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Domain(a,b)
Specialize Domain(a,c,b)

Generalize Domain(a,b,c)
Change the domain of property a to a superClass of it
b = old domain of a,
c = new domain of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, domain, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, domain, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, domain, b) ∈ V 1∧
(a, domain, c) ∈ V 2∧
(b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 2)
∀c ∈ C : Add Domain(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Domain(a,b)
Generalize Domain(a,c,b)

Change Domain(a,b,c)
Change the domain of property a.
b = old domain of a,
c = new domain of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, domain, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, domain, b)
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, domain, b) ∈ V 1∧
(a, domain, c) ∈ V 2∧
¬Cond(Specialize Domain(a,b,c))∧
¬Cond(Generalize Domain(a,b,c))
∀c ∈ C : Add Domain(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Domain(a,b)
Change Domain(a,c,b)

Add Individual(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 )
Add individual a with its neighborhood links
P1 = set of new classes of a,
P2 = set of new comments of a,
P3 = set of new labels of a
∀p ∈ P1 : (a, type, p),
∀p ∈ P2 : (a, comment, p),
∀p ∈ P3 : (a, label, p),
(a, type, resource)
∅

(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 1)
Add Type Property(a),
∀p ∈ P1 : Add Type To Individual(a,p),
∀p ∈ P2 : Add Comment(a,p),
∀p ∈ P3 : Add Label(a,p)
Delete Individual(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 )
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Delete Individual(a,P1,P2 ,P3 )
Delete individual a with its neighborhood links
P1 = set of old classes of a,
P2 = set of old comments of a,
P3 = set of old labels of a
∅

∀p ∈ P1 : (a, type, p),
∀p ∈ P2 : (a, comment, p),
∀p ∈ P3 : (a, label, p),
(a, type, resource)
(a, type, class)
∈
/
Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, resource) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, type, class) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)∧
(a, subClassOf, property) ∈
/ Cl(V 2)
Delete Type Property(a),
∀p ∈ P1 : Delete Type From Individual(a,p),
∀p ∈ P2 : Delete Comment(a,p),
∀p ∈ P3 : Delete Label(a,p)
Add Individual(a,P1 ,P2 ,P3 )

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ

Subsumed
Basic changes
C −1

Reclassify Individual(a,B,C)
Reclassify an individual
B = set of old types of of a,
C = set of new types of of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, type, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, type, b)
(a, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
(¬Cond(Reclassify Individual higher(a,B,C)
∧
¬Cond(Reclassify Individual lower(a,B,C)) ∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Type To Individual(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Type From Individual(a,b)
Reclassify Individual(a,C,B)

Reclassify Individual higher(a,B,C)
Reclassify an individual under a class that is at
a higher position in the subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old types of a,
C = set of new types of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, type, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, type, b)
(a, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 1) ∧
(b, subClassOf, c) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Type To Individual(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Type From Individual(a,b)
Reclassify Individual lower(a,C,B)
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Reclassify Individual lower(a,B,C)
Reclassify an individual under a class that is at
a lower position in the subsumption hierarchy
B = set of old types of of a,
C = set of new types of of a
∀c ∈ C : (a, type, c)
∀b ∈ B : (a, type, b)
(a, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 1)∧
(a, type, resource) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
∀b ∈ B, ∀c ∈ C : (c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 1) ∧
(c, subClassOf, b) ∈ Cl(V 2)∧
B 6= ∅∧
C 6= ∅
∀c ∈ C : Add Type To Individual(a,c),
∀b ∈ B : Delete Type From Individual(a,b)
Reclassify Individual higher(a,C,B)

Appendix D

Heuristic Changes
In order to determine the subsumed basic changes of a heuristic change we need to compute its
consumed added and deleted triples. (see Definition 11). However, the consumed added and
deleted triples depend on V1 and V2 and are not predetermined. Therefore, the tables do not
contain the subsumed basic changes of our defined heuristic changes.
Change
Intuition
Arguments

Rename Class(a,b)
Rename class a to b
a = the old name of the class,
b = the new name of the class
δ1
(b, type, class), (b, subClassOf, resource)
δ2
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)
φ
Map(a) = b
C −1
Rename Class(b,a)
The changes Rename Metaclass and Rename Metaproperty are defined similarly with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class)
and (a, subClassOf, property) being in δ1 (δ2 ) respectively instead of (a, subClassOf, resource).

Change
Intuition

Merge Classes(A,b)
Merge classes contained in A into b

Arguments

A = the set of old names of the classes,
b = the new name of the class
(b, type, class), (b, subClassOf, resource)

δ1

Split Class(a,B)
Split class a into classes contained in
B
a = the old name of the class,
B = the set of new names of the classes
∀b
∈
B
:
(b, type, class),
(b, subClassOf, resource)
(a, type, class), (a, subClassOf, resource)

∀a
∈
A
:
(a, type, class),
(a, subClassOf, resource)
φ
Map(A) = b
Map(a) = B
C −1
Split Class(b,A)
Merge Classes(A,b)
The changes Merge Metaclasses, Merge Metaproperties and Split Metaclass, Split Metaproperty are defined similarly
δ2

with the exception of (a, subClassOf, class) and (a, subClassOf, property) being in δ1 (δ2 ) respectively instead of
(a, subClassOf, resource).
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Change
Intuition

Merge Classes Into Existing(A,b)
Merge classes contained in A into b

Arguments

A = the set of old names of the classes,
b = the new name of the class
–

δ1

Split Class Into Existing(a,B)
Split class a into classes contained in
B
a = the old name of the class,
B = the set of new names of the classes
∀b ∈ B \ a : (b, type, class),
(b, subClassOf, resource)
–

∀a ∈ A \ b : (a, type, class),
(a, subClassOf, resource)
φ
Map(A) = b
Map(a) = B
C −1
Split Class Into Existing(b,A)
Merge Classes Into Existing(A,b)
The changes Merge Metaclasses Into Existing, Merge Metaproperties Into Existing and Split Metaclass Into Existing,
δ2

Split Metaproperty Into Existing

are

defined

similarly

with

the

exception

of

(a, subClassOf, class)

(a, subClassOf, property) being in δ1 (δ2 ) respectively instead of (a, subClassOf, resource).
Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

Rename Property(a,b)
Rename property a to b
a = the old name of the property,
b = the new name of the property
(b, type, property)
(a, type, property)
Map(a) = b
Rename Property(b,a)

Change
Intuition

Merge Properties(A,b)
Merge properties contained in A into b

Arguments

δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

A = the set of old names of the properties,
b = the new name of the property
(b, type, property)
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, property)
Map(A) = b
Split Property(b,A)

Change
Intuition

Merge Properties Into Existing(A,b)
Merge properties contained in A into b

Arguments

A = the set of old names of the properties,
b = the new name of the property
–
∀a ∈ A \ b : (a, type, property)
Map(A) = b
Split Property Into Existing(b,A)

δ1
δ2
φ
C −1
Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ
C −1
Change
Intuition
Arguments

δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

Split Property(a,B)
Split property a into properties contained in B
a = the old name of the property,
B = the set of new names of the properties
∀b ∈ B : (b, type, property)
(a, type, property)
Map(a) = B
Merge Properties(A,b)
Split Property Into Existing(a,B)
Split property a into properties contained in B
a = the old name of the property,
B = the set of new names of the properties
∀b ∈ B \ a : (b, type, property)
–
Map(a) = B
Merge Properties Into Existing(A,b)

Rename Individual(a,b)
Rename individual a to b
a = the old name of the individual,
b = the new name of the individual
(b, type, resource)
(a, type, resource)
Map(a) = b
Rename Individual(b,a)
Merge Individuals(A,b)
Merge individuals contained in A into
b
A = the set of old names of the individuals,
b = the new name of the individual
(b, type, resource)
∀a ∈ A : (a, type, resource)
Map(A) = b
Split Individual(b,A)

Split Individual(a,B)
Split individual a into individuals contained in B
a = the old name of the individual,
B = the set of new names of the individuals
∀b ∈ B : (b, type, resource)
(a, type, resource)
Map(a) = B
Merge Individuals(A,b)
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and

Change
Intuition
Arguments

δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

Change
Intuition
Arguments
δ1
δ2
φ
C −1

Merge Individuals Into Existing(A,b)
Merge individuals contained in A into
b
A = the set of old names of the individuals,
b = the new name of the individual
–
∀a ∈ A \ b : (a, type, resource)
Map(A) = b
Split Individual Into Existing(b,A)

Split Individual Into Existing(a,B)
Split individual a into individuals contained in B
a = the old name of the individual,
B = the set of new names of the individuals
∀b ∈ B \ a : (b, type, resource)
–
Map(a) = B
Merge Individuals Into Existing(A,b)

Change Comment(u,a,b)
Change comment of resource u from a
to b
a = the old comment,
b = the new comment
(u, comment, b)
(u, comment, a)
Map(a) = b
Change Comment(u,b,a)

Change Label(a,b)
Change label of resource u from a to b
a = the old label,
B = the new label
(u, label, b)
(u, label, a)
Map(a) = b
Change Label(u,b,a)
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